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ABSTRACT 
Large area proportional counters were developed and used to study 
the charge distribution af interacting particles incident at Durham 
in the near vertical direction. The experiment was operated in the 
search for non-integral charge particles in cosmic rays at sea level. 
The apparatus was sensitive to relativistic particles of charge in the 
range 2e/3 to 7e/3· No strong signal was obtained in the. running time 
and the rate of non-integral charge particles was set as a limit. This 
limit was:-
A second experiment was developed to detect e/3 charge particles 
close to the core of extensive air showers at sea level •. The response 
of the detector for relativistic single muons was measured and the 
equiyalent characteristics for relativistic e/3 quarks calculated. 
The change in response for the more energetic muons close to the air 
shower core was also measured and agreed with the· calculated prediction. 
A system of electronics -was constructed and -was used in the two 
experiments a11.d subsidiary in.vestigations. 
ii 
PREFACE 
This thesis describes the work performed by the author in the 
Physics Department of the University of Durham while he was a research 
student under the supervision of Dr. F. Ashton. 
Large area proportional counters were developed, constructed and 
tested by the author. Eight of these counters were incorporated into an 
experiment to meas4re the charge distribution of nuclear-active 
particles at sea level. The day-to-day running of this experiment and 
the analysis and interpretation of the data has been the author's sole 
re spons ib ility. 
A second experiment was performed to test the feasibility of using 
flash tubes to detect e/3 charged quarks close to the core of air 
showers. Again the development, building, running, analysis and inter-
pretation has been the responsibility of the author, with assistance 
from Mr. R. M. El-Helo. 
The author also developed and construe ted a series of electronic 
circuits suitable for use in cosmic ray experiments. 
Other work in "Which the present author was a co-author and which has 
been publiahed, but is not referred to in this thesis, comprises: a 
stuczy of the neutron energy spectrum in sea level cosmic radiation (Ashton 
et al., 1969); and a search for magnetic monopoles in cosmic rays (Ashton 
et al., 1969a). Both these papers were reported at the Russian Cosmic 
R~ Conference (Tashkent, 1968). 
l 
CHAPTER l 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Elementary Particles 
Physicists have always studied matter by trying to reduce it into 
its smallest component parts, However, today one is left with a 
bewildering confusion of 'elementary' particles both subnuclear and 
heavier than the proton (baryonic). Prior to 1930, it was believed that 
most physical phenomena could be represented by three elementary particles, 
the proton, the electron and the photon - interacting through two basic 
types of force - electromagnetic and gravitational. It soon became 
clear that the nucleus lay outside this scheme. A nuclear force had to 
be postulated that would balance the strong coulomb repulsion of the 
protons inside the nucleus. BW analogy with the photon in electromagnetic 
interactions, Yukawa (1935) postulated that the force between nucleons 
could best be described as an 1=xchange of intermedia_~e 'virtual' particles. 
Based on the range of the force, ... ; l()J...s·· em, Yukawa predicted the rc-meson 
as the intermediary. This particle was subsequently discovered in cosmic 
rays 13-nd it became clear that the protons and neutrons {which had 
previously been discovered in 1932) were not structureless points but 
clusters of subnuclear material of radius about 1Gr13 cm. The advent of 
accelerating machines and bubble chambers has meant that this structure 
of the nucleons has been studied and a wide spectrum of particles has 
been discovered. The classification and understanding of these.'. particles 
is one of the major problems in nuclear phys~cs today. 
Considerable advances in classification have been made by studying 
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the conservation laws Which govern particle interactions. In strong 
interactions of the baryon group, for example, three conservation laws 
are obeyed:-
1. The conservation of electronic charge Q, which is thought to be 
absolute. 
2. The conservation of baryonic charge B, 'Which is, again, thought to 
be absolute and accounts for the abundance and stability of the 
proton. 
3· The conservation of hyperch~rge, Y, to account for the associated 
production of the K meson with the A or E hyperons in strong 
interactions. 
It has been found that the elementary pnticles can be divided into 
groups, for example the spin ~ baryons. 
The question then arises of What mechanism could produce these 
observed re~larities. The theory of Unitary Symmetry will explain 
grouping and the physical interpr~tation of this theory could be the 
existence of three (because of the three charges Q, B andY) subnuclear 
particles (p,n,}.. ). 'Quarks', as these particles are called, were proposed 
by Gell-Man (1964) and independently by Zweig (1964). The p and n quarks 
form an isodoul;>let (I = ! ) of strangeness S = 0; the 'A quark is an 
isoscal.a.r (I = 0) to which the strangeness S = -1 is assigned. Since, 
as discussed below, three quarks are necessar,y to construct a baryon, 
and a qua;rk-antiquark pair to construct a meson, each quark wil,l have 
baryon number (charge) B = !· Hence the hypercha rge, qef :ined by: 
Y = S + B 
3 
is -!- for the p and the n, and -i for the A. The Gell-Man-Nishij ima 
relation 
Q = 
1 of ch . 2 l l then gives va ues the arge of p, n, A as 3 e, -3 e, -3 e. The 
quantum numbers of these quarks and, the antiquarks are described in 
table 1. 
TABLE 1 The Quan t4I!l Numbers of the Quarks 
Symbol g Spin B s Y=S+B 13 Mass 
p 2 l l 0 1 1 M +3e 2 3 3 2 
n 
-e/3 1 1 0 1 1 M 2 3 3 -2 
). 
-e/3 1 1 -1 2 0 M + 146 MeV/c2 2 3 -3 
-
-2e/3 1 1 0 1 1 p 2 -3 -3 -2 M 
- +e/3 1 1 0 1 1 M n 2 -3 -3 2 
;. +e/3 1 l 2 2 2 -3 +1 3 0 M + 146 MeV/c 
where M- several 
GeV/c 2 
Q is the electric charge 
B is the baryon number 
s is the strangen,e ss 
y is the hypercharge 
I3 is the third component of isospin. 
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Uni ta.ry syrmnetry required the quark conte;nt in any system to -be 
conserved, but for any given· dynailliCal situation involving p, n, and 7\, 
a new dynamical situation can be obtamed by rearranging the initial 
combinations. Quarks can then be regarded as the basic;: building. blocks 
of hadrionic particles, and thus defi;ne their properties and conserva-
tion ~ws. The m~sons can then be represented by bound states of a 
quark-antiquark pair, giving ·a spin of 0 or 1 according to the align-
ment of the quark spins. As can be seen from Figure 1.1 the two nonets 
of mesons· can thus be made up from this arran~ment. 
Similarly, the spin M3/2) bary-qns, can be made up of a bound state 
of three quarlts. Ta;k.ing spin 3/2 one arrives att:Q:e baryon decuplet and 
for spin ~ the baryon octet, as s:Q.own in Figure 1. 2. From this model it 
was possible to pr~dict t~ existence of the n- particle, its electric 
charge, hypercharge and mass. 
The ratio of the magnetic moments of t~e neutron and the proton is 
also correctly predicted by the quark model, - 0.667 compared with 
the experime~tal value of - 0.685. 
The theory of unitary symmetr,y ·and the quark model has thus .brought 
order to the p:revious chaos .of elementary particles. However, the full 
details of ·the model a~ still not fully Q~derstood; Kokkedee (1969). 
The binding ·energy between quarks must -be very· large to reduce the total 
mass to the level required, and no convincing model has been put forward 
for the quark force. One also wonders -why, if quark-antiquark and 
2' 
three quark bound states occur in the. ~ss range< 4 GeV/c , a four 
quark state-doe~ not exist, as it would be lighte:r. The question remains 
whether the quark actually exists as a subnuclear ·element which could 
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be detected or Whether it is just the physical interpretation of a 
conve~ient mathematical device. 
1.2 SearCh for Quarks 
Since the theory of quarks was first postulated many experiments 
have been performed to search for fractionally Charged, massive particles. 
All the exper~mental results published up to 1968 have been summarized 
in a report. by Mas sam ( 1968). Accelerator experiments at CERN and 
Brookhaven have failed to substantiate the theoretical prediction for 
the production of quarlts. However, this could be due to the heavy mass 
of the quark. The energy provided in the centre of mass system by a 
30 GeV proton beam is approximately 4 GeV. This would then set a lower 
limit of- 2 GeV/c2 on the quark mass. 
Cosmic rays offer protons of muCh hiePer energies. However, the 
( -1.3 primary energy spectrum is so steep the rate.decreases as E , Where 
E is the kinetic energy in GeV) that most of the quarks produced in 
proton-air nuclei collisions will be close to th~ th~shold energy. The 
protons will diffuse through the atmosphere and reaCh sea level with 
- 0.05 times their primar,y energy after- 5 interactions. The.majority 
of the secondary particles in the interactions are pions which will decay 
to muons, such that 70% of the intensity of cosmic rays at sea level are 
made up of these muons cf med:lan energy ..., 2 GeV. Thus any quarks produced 
in the interaction must-be viewed through a background of many muons, 
although, if the transverse momentum given to the quark is great enough 
the quark will clear the main shower of particles. 
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Cosmic ray experiments have been performed at sea level, at 
mountain altitudes and deep underground. They have all, with one 
exception, been limited by their ability to detect only single 
unaqcomp:mied quarks. No definite quarks have been discovered and the 
rate of quarks is therefore set as an upper ltmit. The best value for 
these lilnits, to date, for unaccompanied events is set by Ashton et al 
(1968a). At the 90% confidence limit these rates are:-
Experiments have also been performed to search for quarks absorbed 
in the nuclei of the material on the earth's surface, including the 
atmosphere. The results are difficult to interpret and a table of 
concentrations obtained are shown by Massam (1968) and Nir (1967). 
The large range of concentrations obtained experimentalJ.¥ are, according 
to Massam, comparable with the limit of the rates from counter experi-
ments. -10 -2 -1 -1 9 A flux of 10 em sr s incident for 10 years and stopped 
in the first kilometre of the earth's crust would give 100 quarks per cc 
-22 I i.e. 10 quarks nucleon. This concentration could lead to an under-
estimation of the quark flux as the effect of the earth's electric field 
has not-been taken into account. A 'quarked' atom whose charge will 
be, generally - 2e/3 could be Eil.-pected to be swept up by the field into 
the ionosphere, McDowell and Hasted (1967), and there is the finite 
possibility that they will be swept into interplanetary space by the 
solar wind as proposed, by Axford (1968) .. 
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Optical spectra, from the su~, have also been studied looking for 
shifts in the spectral lines that would be due to quarked atoms. 
Several shifts have been found (Massam (1968)) but there is great 
difficulty in their interpretation. 
There are two main objections to a realistic quark model, namely 
that despite great efforts by experimentalists the quark has not been 
found, and-that no mechanism has been found which explai~s the low-
lying integral charge states ( qq and qqq) and which prevents other 
non-integral charge states of quark and antiquarks. Buhler-Broglin 
(1967) and de Swart (1967) have speculated that experimentalists should 
not only look for I Ql = ! and-~ charged states but also search for 
particles with charges I Ql = 4/3, 5/3, 7/3 etc. It is possible that 
although e/3 and_2e/3 quarks exist, they~ be unstable to decay into 
compounds of 2 or 3 quarks or 2 quarks and antiquark, i~ e. -
q ... qq + ( qqq) 
q ... qqqq + ('qqq) 
or q-+ qqq + ( qq) 
where (qqq) is a baryon 
an~ (qq) is a meson. 
The mass of the 4q, 2q or 2q.q states might-be smaller than that 
of the single qua;rk, though much larger than the baryon. If the lightest 
member of these super-multiplets is the member of largest Y; as suggested 
by the known baryon states, the stable, fractionally charged state could 
well have the charges stated above. 
Buhler-Bro~lin (1967) has investigated the flux of 4e/3 charged 
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-2 particles using six layers of scintillation counters under 78o- gm em 
of iron abso~ber. Two spark chambers provided visual information. 
Only leptonic particles could be detected and the efficiency of the 
apparatus for 4e/3 was stated as 53%· 
The sensitivity of this experiment to the rate of 4e/3 charged 
particles was found to be restricted by the background of muons, and, 
at 90% confidence, the limit was found to be: 
) -7 -2 ,..; ( 1. 6 ± 0. 8 • 10 em -1 -1 s sr 
Adair (1968) has consider.ably lowered this limit using a hodoscope 
of 48 liquid scintillation counters set up in 8 layers. The apparatus 
was sensitive to all charges> 4e/3 and, in 1,000 hours, achieved the 
limit of 
The search for quarks has now been taken into the region of air 
showers. T,his leads to difficulties, tne ma~n being that the quark 
must be detected with an accompaniment of many other particles. It is 
possible to absorb out the electron accompaniment, but one is still 
left with the muon and nuclear active components. McCusker (1969) 
and Cairns (1969), working on the same experiment, on examining 5,500 
showers of mean primary energy"' 4 x 1015eV have reported four tracks 
which could be considered as 2e/3· The experiment consisted of an 
air shower array of 64 plastic scintill.ators, Which were triggered by 
a coincidence from three small Geiger counter trays at the apices of a 
"'2m triangle.. The ionj_stne; :particles were vie"red with 4 Hilson cloud 
chambers, each 30 em in diameter, of which three were 20 em deep and 
the fourth, 10 em deep. Only the 20 em deep cloud chambers were shielded 
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but each chamber had an illuminated dept.Q. of 5 em. The scintillator 
array, Which was within 3 m of the cloud chambers, provided core 
position data. 
There are several mechanisms Which could produce a low ionising 
track in a cloud chamber, and, altho~ t:nese events have been 
rigorous~ tested, there is still some·doubt as to their validity as 
2e/3 charg~q particles. A high pressur~ cloud chamber is at present 
being constructed by this. group to search for charge e/3 in air showers. 
1.3 The charge.distribution ar interacting:particles 
Ap experiment was carried out "Which measured the. charge· distribu-
tion of interacting:particles, and sp~cifically looked for·non-integral 
charge~> 2e/3. The experimental layout is. described in. detail in 
Chapter 4. · It consisted of a l~er of proportional counters positioned 
above 20 em of iron absorber. The energy of the secondary components 
from·the interaction in the iron was measured by-a large liquid 
scintillator. Crossed flash tubes provided visual track information 
in three-dDnensions. The expected pulse height-distributions in the 
proport·ional counters is considered iri Chapter 5· The construction, 
design, and testing of the ·proportional counters used is discussed in 
Chapters.2 and 3· 
1.4 A search for e/3 charged_particles close to the core.of air Showers 
An eJqJeriment was built. up and tested that would. dtst.ingliish an e/3 
charged.particle among·a host of Charged e particles •. This experiment 
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is described ful~ in Chapters 6 and 7• It had the advantage over a 
cloud chamber of having a considerab~ larger sensitive volume. The 
expected rate of quarks that would have to be detected in this apparatus 
to be comparable to McCusker results would be 1 event in ever,y 370 
hours. Flash tubes, although unable to separate 2e/3 from e were found 
to be very capable of distinguiShing e/3 although the efficiency of 
detection might be less than the cloud chamber because af the confusion 
at high track densities. 
The electronic system Which ~s developed for these two experiments 
is displayed in Appendix A. Appendix B described the small telescopes 
used and Appendix C compares the response of the three tY]es of 
scintillator encountered during the work on the two experiments. 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE DEVELOPMENT AND :J;>ERFORMANCE OF LARJE PROPORTIONAL CO~S 
2.1 Intr~uction 
The proportional qounter is one of the classical devices of 
nuclear physics, and -was used by Rutherford in 1908, although it was 
npt until quite recently that its principles of operation were at all 
fttlly exposed. 
The proportional counter is a device, which operates by collecting 
the ionisation, caused by an incident charged particle, and displaying 
it as an electrical pulse. Unlike the Geiger counter, it produces.a 
pulse Which is proportional to the initial ionisation over a wide range, 
and unlike a scintil+ator, it ha,s the added advantage (Ashton et al, 
1968) o:f unif'o:.rmity of response, no matter how large the counter. A 
la:rge proportional counter is also considerab 13' less expensive than a 
scintillator, fo1· large sensitive areas. Moreover, use can be: made of 
U~e :t'l:'!:].ativl.stic J.cga:dthmic rise in ionisation to distinguish between 
part ic:~~ s of' varyir)g Lorr~ntz factor, ( Ramana Murthy, 1967). 
Howeve;r, the size of electrical pulse produced by the proportional 
co::>unter .l;"equ.i:r-es a. hi@jl ampl.if ~cation, and i;t' many proportior .... "il counters 
neerl to l~e used, this could be prohibitive. Until now, most conventional 
counters have ·been cylinqxical, ltlich means that one. has to be very 
~aref\.\1 of geometrical effects. This can be overcome by suitable over-
lappin~ of ·visual track position information. 
If one wants to increase the size of a proportional counter keeping 
the response the same, the electric field inside the counter must be 
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kept hl&h· Tllis would mean that either the supply volta@: must be 
raised or the inner electrode must.be decreased in size. This would 
therefore limit the size of proportional counter that one could make. 
2.2 The ~heo;y of proportional counters 
Let us consider a proportional counter, Which is made up of two 
coaxial cylinders with a gas filling, such as argon ~t atmospheric 
pressure, between them. The outer cylinder,. radius b, and the inner 
cylinder, radius a, are maintained at potentials zero and +V respect.-
ively. If a nuclear particle traverses the ~s it will produce ionisa-
tion, and the electrons and positive ions formed will drift to the 
electrodes under the attraction af the electric field. An electrical 
pulse can then be seen at the central electrode, or wire, due t~ the 
arrival of the ionisation at the electrodes. As the mobility of the 
electrons is much greater than that of the positive ions, this pulse 
will consist of a fast rise caused by the arrival of the electrons in 
microseconds, followed by a much slower rise in the final height, 
caused by the slower (milliseconds) arrival of the positive ions. If 
this pulse is differentiated, py a suitable choice of RC, one can obtain 
a pulse with microseconds decay time, and yet which is still proportional 
to the origina~ ionisation and above no~se (Wilkinso~.l950). 
Consider the voltage applied to the electrodes to be increased so 
that the electrons are given suf'ficient energy to produce more electrons 
by collision. Gas multiplication will occur. The field, E, necessary 
to accelerate an electron from rest to the enerf5Y required to produce 
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extra io~isation in argon at atmospheric pressure is approx~ately 
-1 10 kV em • For a cylindrical counter the field at radius, r, is 
given by:-
v 
E = rlog !! 
· e a 
For ·the counter·described below, b/a = 1840 and V = 3kV, the 
field required for ionisation by collision in argpn at atmospheric 
pressure is reached at a radius, r = 0.04 em. An electron from the 
ion pairs p~oduced anywhere in the counter will drift toward the wire 
and, once it reaches the radus, r, will produce an 'avalanche' of 
electrons, which is col.lected by the wire. TPe pulse height 
produced is therefore independent of the position of the original 
ionisation in the counter, as the 'multiplication' occurs only very 
close to the wire. 
The gas multiplication M, is defined.as the number of electrons 
reac~ing the electrode fo~ each initial electron, and this is very 
dependent on the photons present producing more electrons by the photo-
electric effect •. The. number of photo~electrons will be proportional to 
the numbe·r of electrons, n, present in the first 'avalanche', with 7 the 
constant of p;roportionality. The first avalanche will then produce -,n 
2 photoelectrons which in turn will 'avalanche' to -,n etc. The total 
number of electrons reaching the wire for each electron formed in the 
gas will then be:-
n + ...... 
with n increasing with the yoltage. 
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If one wants the counter to be proportional to the initial ionisa-
tion, then V must be kept low so that 7n < 1. The addition of methane 
to the counter gas, Which will absorb the photons, will also help to 
keep 1 low. The total number of electrons reaching the wire will then 
be:-
n 
M =-l-7n 
The proportional region of this type of counter is then governed 
by the voltage, and its limits are from M > 1 to the voltage where 7n 
approaches unity. Where the latter applies, the gain will increase 
with voltage much more strongly (the reg~on of limited proportionality). 
The-proportional counter is therefore a device, w.hich will 
distinguish between particle13 differing in total ionisation. By gas 
amplification, it will produce a 'signal' well above noi~e, When only 
a few electrons are released in the initia~ ionisation. It is robust 
and flexible, and microphonic disturbances and electromagnetic pick-up 
are much less important, since the genuine 'signal' is amplified •. 
. Most of these advantages would be offset if the gas gain M, was 
not ~onstant from one particle to the next. If straggling in the 
number or·electrons in the 'avalanche' occurred, the device would not 
be able to-·measure particle energy with sufficient accuracy. 
One wo1..1-ld expect large straggling for s :ingle avalanches, as 
confirmed by Wilkinson (1950) 1 who shows the value for the. variance 
v', in the gas amplification, M, to be:-
v = 
15 
If the width of the distribution is measured by .fv, then for large 
sains the straggle in the multiplication will be nearly equal to the 
mean value of the multiplication. 
The situation is greatly improved, if one ta~s a number of 
initiating electrons, m. One then has m independent avalanches, each 
with v .... fi12. If the mean value of the initial ionisation is m and its 
variance w, then Frisch has shown that the variance v in the total p 
number of electrons collected in a multiple avalanche is: 
-~-~ v = \oll,1l! p 
= 
The relative variance is then 
and for M >> 1 
v p 
v p 
= 
w 
= 
+ vm 
+ (W 
+ 
1 
m 
1 
+ -
-m 
M) m 
1 
If an ionising particle of well defined energy spends all its energy 
in the counter, Fana (1947) has found that the variance w is < m as a 
fluctuation of ionisation, g~ving more ion pairs in one length of the 
track, leaves less energy for the rest of the track. The counter 
effect will then be noticeable but, as 1/m must be small for accurate 
energy measurement the effect will not be serious. 
If, on the other hand, an ionisi~ particle, such as a fast muon, 
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spends ver,y little of its energy in the counter, the variance in the 
total ionisation will be greater than normal, because of the exaggerating 
effect of e rays. Thus w > m and the additional variance imposed by the 
counter is correspondingly less important. The proportional counter is 
thus ·a useful device in specific ionisation studies in cosmic r&ys. 
When one considers that the electrons are not in equilibrium with 
the field close to the wire, the calculations ca~ied out by Hanna, 
Kirkwood and Pontecorvo (1949) show that the effect of straggling is 
still less pronounced. Curran, Cockcroft and~ngus (1949) have also 
investigated straggling within a single avalanche, and have shown this 
to be less than expected. Space ~rge effects at high multiplications 
would al.so tend to sharpen the distribution by opposing large M values. 
2.3 Construction of the large proportional counters 
A diagram of the proportional counters constructed is shown in 
Figure 2.la. It consists of a dra.W!l cylinder of 85% aluminium and 15% 
silicon, of diameter 14 em and length 3.67 m, with a 3 x l0-3inch 
(0.0076cm) tungsten wire positioned coaxially as the central electrode. 
The ends were·sealed with discs of half inch thick perspex, the wire 
being supported by bolts tapped into this perspex. The joins, as shown 
in the·diagram, were sealed with catallqy-paste metal filler, to give a 
vacuum-tight seal. In addition, a hieP. vacuum tap was mounted on one 
of these perspex ends, through Which the counter was filled with gas, 
90% argon an¢1. 10% methane, to atmospheric pressure. The differentiating 
circuit and the emitter follower used are shown in Figure 2.lb. 
Cote!: :>y 
AI o'loy tub·& P a~•<: 1 
=--f 
f.=. -· -- - =-:.=-. '~nr, r 
ill,, 
~---_________ ,_j1Ji rm 
,------- ----- .. ~ 
~----- ·----- J.67 m --------·------oi 
Figure 2o 1 a The construoU.on o~ t'!te p:-·opo:ct:i.onal r~ocmterf:. 
• H-T. .----....--·..:..1· 2v 
P;·oportional 1( 1M 470k countc.!"' II 350pf 0-1~l~ --~+---!-i 1--.--·- --r.i,_-,;----n-
·
--r_'- .· l Cca.x~~~ L__ 1M~ Cohle 
___ ---1.. ________ ...__,___ 
-*-
Figure 2.1 b ~·he p:::·oportional c::otmt9r he&d unit. 
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It is important that all traces of any electro-negative gas or 
impurities should be removed from the counter before operation. Care 
was taken that the inside walls of· the counter were thoroughly cleaned 
with suitable solvents before construction. The counter was then 
evacuated, using the system shown in Figure 2.o"l., to remove as much of 
the air as possible. Each cylinder was pumped down, using the backing 
pump and the liquid nitrogen trap, to pressures in the region of 0.04 
torr, and left under vacuum for several hours for a leak test. Leaks 
of less than 0.04 torr over the first 12 hours were found to be accept-
able. The cylinder was then flushed with the filling gas to 1 em of 
mercury, and re-evacuated as low as possible. The :backing pump and the 
ni trbgen trap were then switched out of the system and the cylinder 
filled with the argon mixture to 5 mm Hg above atmo~heric pressure. As 
the cylinders could not be sealed to an extremely high degree, the 
slight over-pressure in the counter would prolong its life, but 
frequent checks had to be mde on the condition of the gas. 
2.4 The performance of the counters 
Cosmic ray muons Which traversed the counter were selected by means 
of a Geiger telescope (Section 6 ). At selected voltages the distribu-
tion in output voltage for a particle tmversing the telescope was 
measured. Figure 2.3 is an example of the single particle distribution 
obtained in this way from proportional counter, P5, at an opemting 
volta~ of 3-0kV. The pulse height-supply voltage plot could then be 
drawn for the counter (Figure 2.Jt,.). As can be seen from this figure, 
the pulse height has a con~tant exponential slope, i.e. it is in the 
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proportional region, for over three decades of pulse height. At the 
lower ltmit the pulse height tends to disappear into noise, apparently 
caused by the telescope. At the higher ltmit of pulse height, for two 
of the proportional counters manufactured, there is a slight suggestion 
of an increase of slope at approxtmately 3.6kV. However, in this region 
one is restricted by the nearness to saturation of the electronics. 
2.5 The ionisation energy loss by charged particles 
2.5.1 The most probable ionisation loss 
.. ·\~. ·. 
A Charged particle moving through matter loses energy by several 
different meChanisms, namely by collisions with the atomic electrons 
of the medium, by- direct pair production, by bremsstrahlung, by 
Cerenkov rad~tion and by nuclear reactions. 
In a thin absorber, such as the proportional counter, the hig}ler 
energy .loss such as .direct pair production etc. cannot be measured 
because the electrons may have greater range than the thickness af the 
counter. It is not then the average ionisation loss that is measured 
by a ·th~n absorber, but·the most probable ionisation loss, Which is 
caused by the more frequent low energy transfer collisions of the 
charged particle with the atomic electrons. 
Symon·(l948) has worked out-a complete solution to the most 
probable ionisation loss, and his results are Sl.unma.rised by Rossi (1952)6 
The most probable energy loss, Ep, is given by: 
E = p 
Ol"'m ,..2v 
__ ....... e .... .~~.. 
where 
and 
c = 
z -1 2 0.15 A gm em 
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r2(z) --average ionisation potential 13·5Z(eV) 
-2 
x - the thickness of the aborber, gm em 
j 
G = 
- a special function·given graphically by 
Rossi in terms Where 
2Cm c2x 
.. e 
132 E' 
m 
E' 
m 
the maximum transferable 
energy. 
At the energies and thickness dealt with here J can be taken as a constant 
0. 33, for the whole ra~e of 7. 
For the proportiona~ counter, for a track of 14 em through argon-
metha~e mixture at one atmosphere, the most probable ionisation loss will 
then be given by: 
E = 1.71 (.tn {2.98.1<1' } - ~2 + 0.33) KeV 
p ~2 (1 - 132) 
A plot of this function of the most probable energy loss against the 
Lorrentz factor, 7, is given :In Figure 2. 5• 
This function has been evaluated under the assumption that the atoms 
of the medium are isolated. However, one cannot assume this when the 
impact.parameter is larser than the atomic distances. For such distant 
collisions screening of the electric field on the passing particle will 
reduce the interaction. S~nce·distant collisions become more important 
as the velocity increases;· the correction to be ·applied to the -expression 
for the energy loss is an :Increasing function of velocity. 
According to Fermi (1939) the quantity 6, to. be subtracted from the 
most probable energy loss is: 
and 
where e = 1 + 
6 = 
6. = 
2 
ne 
l'(m y 2 
e o 
2Cm c 2 
e 
---
f32 
2Cm c 2 
e 
f32 
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1 
.tn e for f3 < .fe 
( e-1 l-ef32 1 ) for ln l-f32 + f3 > ./£. e:-1 
with I(Z) = h v 
0 
and n the number of electrons per unit volume of average dispersion 
frequency v • 
0 
In the present case 
1 
-5 
E - 1 = 1. 07 • 10 
0 
. . for f3 < , 6 -+ 0 
J€ 
as .tn ~ 0 
1 
and for ~ > - , 6 = 
.fe 
2 em c2 [.tn(e-1).,8 - 1) 
e 
This expression has been subtracted from Symon's curve and the result is 
shown in Figure 2.5. 
More recent calculations on energy loss have been carried out by 
Sternheimer (1952, 53 and 56) and he has obtained a function: 
where p is the momentum of the particle mass M 
A,B,t are constants of the medium 
and 8 the density correction, has the fonn: 
for L Me > 100 
p. 
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for 0.1 < ~ < 100 an extra term 
{ ( ) }
2.595 
0.514 2 - log10 ic 
is included. 
For the proportional counters one finds that Symon's and Sternheimer' s 
expressions agree. 
2. 5· 2 The distribution in ionisation 
Particles of a given kind and incident energy do not lose the same 
amount of energy in traversing a given thickness of material, because the 
collisions which are ~e sponsible for the energy loss are independent. 
Symon (1948) has worked out a complete solution of the probability of 
energy loss for thick and thin absorbers. Rossi (1952) plots Symon's 
results for thin absorbers as: 
6m 
0 
F 
against 
where Ep and E are the most probable 
2 2Cm c xb 
6 
0 = 
e 
and the actual energy losses. 
and F is given in grap..l-J.ic form as a function of f3 and the maximum 
tre.nsferable energy, E'm• 
These.distributions are plotted by Rossi for various values of the 
paramete:r· }, 1 which is related to the assymetry of the distribution, and 
is also given graphically by Rossi. 
2"2 
For the energies dealt with here these parameters are all at their 
asymptotic value of b = 1. 45, ~ = 1. 48,_ F = 0. 6 and therefore A
0 
= 2. 491teV. 
The distribution thus obt·ained is shown in Figure. 2.6. Qualitatively, 
I 
I 
the-peak of"the·distribution is· due to the loss of excitation, and the 
long tail due to knock-on electrons. The tail should then fall off' as 
-1 E , from Rutherford's formula, and this is the case when~ = 1. 48. 
However, recent work on very thin absorbers (Ramana Murthy 1968) 
has shown the distribution to be very much wider than expected. The 
theoretical distributions of Landau (1944), Symon (1948) and Vavilov 
(1957) will not ~pply to-pions, muons etc. traversing this proportions~ 
I 
counter, as the e~fects of the atomic binding of electrons have· not been 
taken into account •. Blunck and Leisegang (1950) an~ Blunck and Westphal 
(1951) have modified the Landau theory to inc-lude these effects, and 
they define a parameter, b 2, as: 
20 &1.4/3 
= 
~ . -2 
"Where l.l is the average energy loss in traversii;~g the counter of x. gem 
and the other tenns· have their usual meaning • 
. These .authors plot the energy loss- distribution as a function, 
FaR b (7-.) against }, for -various· values af b, Where J\ is a linear function 
' in energy·loss, and: 
QR = 1.4.io""3·i X (~ n(l83 z-t) + ~) 
~iCh in this case can.be taken as zero. 
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For values of b2 << 3 the distribution obtained i's identical to 
the Landau, but when b 2 << 3 the -width of the distribution is much wider. 
2 The f·unctions F0 R b (J\), for R = o. 000, and i\ for b = 0 1 3 and 9 were 1 
normalised and plotted on the same axes as the Symon· distribution 
(Figure 2. 7). Comparing the distributions obtained with the Landau 
' - 2 distribution (Figure 2.6) one can see that for b = 0 the two distribu-
tions are identical, but at b2 = 9, the Blunck distribution is twice as 
broad. 
Substituting values for the experimental ar.ran~ment here, one finds 
that b 2 is given by 
2 4 - ( ) b = 0.3175 f3·. !:::. keV 
2.6 The calibration arrangement 
As described previously, the proportional counters were cal;ibrated 
using a ~eiger telescope. This telescope consisted of three trays af 
Geiger tubes, two positioned above the counter and one below, as shown 
in Figure.2.8. A coincidence from all. three of these trays would necessi-
tate a particle having traversed the proportional counter sas~ 
However, the~·uncertainty in track length in the counter gas would 
impose an extra width on the distribution obtained. Some estimate should 
therefore be rrade of the- distribution in track length. 
Consider a pa:r:-allel plate counter with its plates also parall.el to 
the- Geiger telescope. The track length between the· plates will be-given 
by the angle to the vertical of the incident track. 
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2b ioeo tr-ack length, T, = COSe where 2b is the distance between the 
plates ( 1. e ... the di8Jneter- )o 
To obtain the ·track length C.ist:::·ibution one therefore P..eeds the 
distribution L"'l intensity against zenith angle .• e • Now, for isotropic 
radiation the intensity at a:n.gle 9 is proportional to the solid angle 
described by the apparatus at that angle. The distribution in track 
length can then 'be obtained fran a :plot of the solid angle per radian, 
described 'by ""the telescope against the zenith angle, ~.. This can be 
obtained graphic!llly and is explained with the aid of a diagram 
(Figure 2. 9 ). 
The ar·ea of the bottom of the Geiger telescope was divided into 16 
equal areas, four of -which are sho-wn in the diag:ram. Considering one 
of the small are_as, the solid angle- per radian sub tended between e and 
a+ and dS is given by 
e . • 2:« sin .. :J60 
This function ~s evaluated grapnical~ at specific values of a for 
all four of the areas, dA, and the values for the single angle at each a 
were added to obtain the necessary result. 
One can rrake sow.e estimate of the effect of a cylindrical counter 
by considering only vertical radiation. When this is folded into track 
length distribution above, an approximate distribution for the track 
length ·in the cylindrical cou.."l.ter, using the Geiger telescope, is 
'•, 
obtained (Figure 2.10 ) .. 
~--·-
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~ 
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norr:!=:tlised to 111-crn=1 • 0,. 
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The distributions in initial ionisation, for the calibration and the 
track length, have now been evaluated, so that, if the effects of stragg-
li.11g are considered negligible, one can calculate the total expected 
distribution in pulse height for this arrangement. Figure 2.11 compares 
this calculated distribution -with that obtained experimentally from 
proportional counter P5, at an operating voltage of 3.0 kV. 
2. 7 Measurement of the ca;pa.ci tance of the counter 
The proportional counter will have its own intrinsic capacitance, C • 
0 
The introduction of the emitter follower and its input connections will 
affect the value of this capacitance, and as the counter is always 
operated with this as a unit, it is better to take C
0 
as the total 
capacitance of the system. 
The value of this capacitance will affect the ·:voltage pulse-height 
obtai~ed at the input of the emitter follower by the snnple relation: 
V= _g_ 
c 
0 
where ·Q is the total charge collected by the wire· and Q = Mq 
where M is the gas gain 
and q the initial . ionisation. 
If one includes in the circuit an additional capactor, c, in 
;parallel with the intrL~sic capacitance (Figure 2.12a) then the voltage 
measured becomes 
v = Q c + c 
0 
Thus a plot of C against 1/V will give a straight line with intercept 
on the vertical axis equal to the intrinsic capacitance of the proportional 
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cowrt:.er-emitter follo-W"er arrangement. 
The medians of the pulse height distributions obtained for the Geiger 
telescope arrangement· for selected values cf the capacitance, c, were 
plotted as above (Figure 2.12b ). Care was taken that the voltage applied 
to the counter was kept constant for all values of C. The value 
obtained for the capacitance of the counter arrangement was 61 ± 25 pF. 
The expected ionisation loss in the proportiOPAl counter for 
particles selected by the telescope has been calculated below (Chapter 5, 
Section 2). This ionisation was found to be 28:.9 keV. This energy is 
then converted into a number of ion pairs "Which will initiate the 
avalanches. Schmeid.er (1939) and Melton, Hurst and Burtner (1954) have 
obtamed values for the energy required in argon to produce one ion pair. 
These values are 26.9 and 26.2 eV respectively, and one would therefore 
expect approxtmately 1200 ion pairs to be released. Using the value for 
the capacitance, the gas gain obtained at the voltage of the capacitance 
measurements is then given by: 
c v 
0 
q M = where V is the median pulse height obtained when no 
parallel capacitance is used. 
then M (318 ± 130 )v where v is measured 1n millivolts. 
A plot of the SJilS eJiin·- voltage curve is shown in Figure 2.13 and, 
as can be seen, the proportional counters will operate at gains of 
approx:l.ma tely 105 without any· instability setting in. 
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CHAPTER 3 
AN EXTENSIVE. AIR SHOWER .EXPERIMEN.T __ TO-INVES.T.IDATE_.'JlfE..LINEAR ITY 
OF THE PROPORTION!\L COUNTERS AT "lARGE PULSE HEIGHTS 
3.1 Introduction 
In order to use the proportional counters confidently, it is 
nec·essary to know their range of proportionality. The density spectrum 
of extensive air showers has been measured accurately, (Galbraith 1958 , 
and Cecconi 1961) and this information was used to test the proportional 
counters. 
3.2 Description of the experimental arra~ment 
q· ~'i i 
The experiment cqnsisted of eight Qf the lar~ cylindrical proper-
tio~l counters laid out ~orizontally and in close contact. The area 
of the detector was then 3·5 m2, and the mean densityaf .. particles in 
this area was measured. Two experimental runs were carried out with 
different selection s.ystems, and it was only in the second run that air 
showers were detected.· 
3·3 The single pulse experiment 
3.3.1 The selection system 
A block diagram of the selection system is shown in Figure 3.i. The 
pulses from each proportional counter were taken through an emitter 
follovrer to a fan-out, "Where they were split, one channel going to the 
display system and ~~e other to the selection ~Jstem. The pulses in the 
selection channels for each proportional counter were then brought 
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together via two fan-ins to an amplifier ·and a discrimiiiBtor. In this 
~y one could select, in any of the etght proportional counters, on one 
pulse, of value greater than that set by the diScriminator. 'I'he output 
from the-discriminator was split in a fan-out into two channels, one to 
trigger the oscilloscope to record the pulses, and the other to trigger 
the cycling system. The cycling s,ystem would then rotate and, by micro-
switches, would wind on the camera, which viewed the CRO, whilst paralys-
ing the electronics and accepting no more trig89rs until the end of 
the cycle. 
3.3.2 Tne display system 
The display s,ystem is shown in Figure 3.2. It consisted af a set 
of eight ws del,ay lines linked together, and terminated with the 
characteristic impedance (16500) on~ at the two ends. The pulses from 
the proportional counters were introduced into the delay line via 
variable amplifiers at 61Js intezvals. Diodes were placed at each 
input to cut down multiple reflections from these inputs. The output 
pulses, each separated by 61JS were taken out t~rough an amplifier to 
the CRO, where they formed a 481Js long trace~ The variable amplifiers 
at each input were adjusted to give equal output pulse heights at the 
CRO, for equal inputs. 
Photog:r:·aphs of the type of pulses observed wi"th this system, for 
a single pulse an~ for eignt pulses, are Shown in Plates 3.1 and_3.2. 
respectively. It can be seen in Plate 2 that the eight pulses, when 
large, are not well separated, and care had to be taken when measuring 
the pulse heights to take this into account. 
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l''igure 3.1 The selection ::;ystem used for the single pulse 
experiment. 
l.<,:i.gur<; 3. 2 T~!e rl.i spJ ay system used f'or the pro-portirma 1 
.:lOWlters. 
Plate 3.1 An example of a single pulse obtained 
using the display system described. 
Plate An example of eight coincident pulses 
obtained using the display system. 
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The integral density spectrum obtained with this selection is 
shown in Figure 3.-:3. Very few air showers were detected, for densities 
less than 400 particles per counter. Large siQgle pulses predominated 
the triggers. 
Some att~mpt has been made to explain the width of this single 
particle distribution, and the positions where the various effects 
become important, are shown in Figure 3.3. The total rate expected has 
been calculated fran the a~a to be, approximtely, 6 l03J!1.in-1 • It can 
thus be seen, that there is a certain amount of noise in the system. 
All the other effects have been calculated fran this rate, and therefore 
all the positions shown in Figur~ 3·3 are dependent on it. 
The first effect that could broaden this distribution is the 
production of electron-photon casGades in the walls of the counter. The 
critical energy, E c' is 84 MeV in a:J.r and 49 MeV in aluminium, and, 
therefore one could expect same shower fo~ation. As the electron to 
muon ratio in cosmic rays at s~a level is 1 to 4 (Fazzini et al., 1968), 
one would expect to see the effect of mu~tiplicity on theipt~gral 
density spectrum at the following rate:-
Knock- on electrons from t.'le wall wou],d also broaden this spectrum. 
'+he probability of producing a knock-on electron of energy (> E 1 ), where 
E' << E 'm is the maximum transferable energy, is given by the integral 
of Rutherford 1 s formula:-
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E 1 is the minimum energy af the ~ock-on ele~tron. 
0 
Here, taking the simplest case af a knock-on occurring at the centre 
of the aluminium ~11, E 1 is the energy required to traverse half the 
0 
thickness of the wall, to reaCh the counter gas. This energy will then 
be given by the Feather rule, as stated by Burcham (1963), 
E = 
R + 0.16 
e 
and is 2.06 MeV. 
Where R is the range of an electron in Al 
e 
E is the en~rgy in MeV 
Evaluating the expression, the probability af producing a knock-on 
electron which will penetrate to the counter efiS, is 2.6% and hence the 
2 -1 
expected rate of knock-on events will be 1. 5 10 min per counter. 
Proton interactions will also broaden this distribution, but as the ~ 
to p ratio is 1 to 100 the rate will be grea t:cy reduced. The probability 
of interaction can be found 'by using the geometric interaction length in 
8 -2 aluminium, L = 7 gm em • Taking the thickness of the counter w.ll, g 
x, the number of particles, N, that will interact for N
0 
incident 
particles is given by:-
Substituting the va·lues 
interactions.. The :rate 
per counter. 
for x and L , one obtains a value of 2. 4% g 
of proton interactions will then be 1.4 min-l 
Another possible effect, Which has been observed in.cloud chambers, 
is the emission of radioactive a particles fran the walls of the counter. 
For. example, a 1 MeV a particle w~Ll- .deposit all its energy into 
ionisation of the gas, and will produce 5 104 ion pairs. On the other 
hand, a muon of energy, 2 GeV, will deposit only 27 keV in the gas to 
produce 103 ion pairs. This a particle will therefore produce a pulse of 
size 50 equivalent particles. 
As the i~tegral density spectrum of air showers has an expo"nent of 
r a 1. 4, the air shower spectrum is not reached, using this selection, 
until at least > 1 1000 particles per counter have been selected. 
3.4 The coincidence e!P7riment 
3.4.1 The selection socstem 
To select air showers with these ·proportional counters, it was found 
necessary to take two physically separated counters in coincidence. 
Figure 3· 4 shows the selection system used. Coincident pulses from 
proportional counters Pl and P2, af a level set by the two discriminators, 
were used to trigger the oscilloscope and the cycling system. The pulses 
were displayed using the same system as above and the density of pa:r.t.j.cles 
measured was the mean density obtained in the ei~t proportional counters. 
3.4.2 Results 
Figur~ 3·5 shows the integ~l dens~ty spectrum obtained from this 
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Figure 3.4 T~e s~lection syatem fer tha ~oinci~8~ce 
ex:periment. 
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arrangement, compared with the spectrum quoted b,y Galbraith (1958). This 
spectrum was obtained frcm work done by Singer (1951) for densities in 
-2 the region 15 to 1,000 particles m • The measured exponent was 1.4± 0.2 
compared with 1.4 as stated b,y Galbraithc It can be seen that the rate 
observed at each density is less than the rate expected, but this is 
within experimental errors and, probably, a factor of normalisation. 
3·5 Summa:g 
The proportional counters were used to look at the single particle 
distributiop from one counter, and to look at the air shower density 
spectrum. The two results obtained are compared in Figure 3.6. 
The single particle distribution was found to be very broad, mainly 
because of the interaction of the aluminium walls with the incident cosmic 
rays. It can be seen (Figure 3.6) that only at·densities greater than 
1,000 particles can one select air showers using a single proportional 
counter of this type. 
The air shower density spectrum obtained from the coincidence run 
agreed, within its large errors, with the measured spectrum of other 
workers. There was no evidence of any non-linearity in response, for 
the high ionisations occurring, and one can conclude that the proportional 
counters are a useful, reliable method of measuring the ionisation caused 
by cosmic retys~ 
f.igl>.Te 3 • .::) The inte:;ral density spectrum of coincident pulses 
in the on1:.ermor.t proportional counte~s, P1 anci P8r 
compared w:l·l;~1 the clotted spectrurn ~uoi;ed by Galbraith. 
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CHAPTER 4 
A SEARCH FOR INTERACTING. PARTICLES .. OF CHARGE 2e 
e 3 IN COSMIC. RAYS 
4.1 Introduction 
The object af this experiment was to measure, using proportional 
counters, the ionisation af particles Which undergo an interaction, in an 
iron absorber, af energy exChange greater than 30 GeV. 
A scale diagram of the apparatus used is shown in Figure 4.1. It 
consists of a layer of large proportional counters, 22.9 em of iron 
absorber, and a liquid scintillator. Flash tube trays A,B,C-,D,E,F and G 
were included to prOvide visual information of the interaction. 
A hadrionic part_icle -incident on this apparatus will prc:>duce an 
interaction in the absorber with a probability "\>t.lich. depends on its 
interaction length; ·for nucleons (A.= 129 gm cm- 2 ) the probability af 
interaction is 0.74. In this interaction pions will be produced, the 
neutral pions will decay into two gamma rays to produce an electron-photon 
shower, and the charged pions will go on to interact further, producing 
more charged and neutral pions. This burst of pions, electrons and 
photons will be detected in the scintillation counter. The passage of 
the particle will also be detected by the proportional counters, and the 
ionisation produced, as it is dependent on the 7 and th~ charge of the 
particle,can·be used to give a measure of its charge. 
4~2 The prgportional counters 
The proportional counters used were the same as those described 
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previously, consisting of an aluminium alloy cylinder .... 15 em in diareter, 
and 3 m long with a 3.10-3 inch tungsten wire down the centre and filled 
with a 90% argon, 10% methane mixture of gas to atmospheric pressure. 
The counters were calibrated individually with cosmic ray electrons 
and muons of known mean ionisation using a geiger tele$cope.For convenience 
the median pulse height of the distribution obta·ined in this arrangement 
was taken as one equivalent particle. The pulse·height-volta~ curve for 
each counter was thus obtained and the counters were matched by adjusting 
the voltage to give the same median voltage pulse for the calibration 
telescope. 
The counters were recalibrated regularly during the experimental 
run by two alternative methods. A very approximate but very quick check 
was to compare the rate of pulses greater than a specific voltage, with 
the rate in each counter, and the previous rates obta:ined. This test was 
carried out at regular intervals to guard against gas contamination in 
the counter. At less frequent intervals the output from the counter was 
fed directly :into a pulse height analyser ·so that a distribution of 
incident particles of all possible energies, angles, and positions in the 
proportional counter was obtained. This distribution would not generally 
form a peak, but a plateau in the falling rate, due to electronic noise, 
etc., and this had to be accounted for to give the value of pulse height 
required. 
4.3 The scintillation counter 
The scintillator used consisted of a perspex box, of dimensions 
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130 x 90 x 17.8 em filled with medicinal paraffin plus 0.5 gms per litre 
p-terphenyl and 0.005 gm per litre of POPOP. This was enclosed in a 
light-tight wooden box and was viewed by two five inch photo-multipliers. 
These were mounted at eacP. end of the box with a system of mirrors in the 
space between the phosphor and the phot cmul tipl ie rs acting as a 1 ight 
guide. The E.H.T. supply to the photomultipliers was of positive polarity 
and the output was taken from the anode to give a negative pulse with a 
delay time of 1 microsecond. 
The response, that is the variation in pulse height with distance 
from the source of ionisation to the photomultiplier, for scintillators 
of this type has been investigated by Ashton et al (1965 ). The response 
curves obtained showe.d an 18'% difference between an ionising particle 
passing vertically through the centre of the phosphor and one passing 
near one end. 
To avoid any broadening of the single particle distribution from 
the counter, care had to be taken that the gains of the two photomulti-
pliers were matched. Initially this had been done by testing each 
photomultiplier in turn in a ligb.t-flasher box. This consists of a lie,ht-
tight box, :inside which light pulses are produced by the arc-discharge of 
a mercur,y wetted relay (Kerns et al., 1959). The variation in pulse 
height and supply voltage could be measured and hence the E. H. T. values 
for the same gain :in each photomultlplier could be found.. The matching 
of the photomultipliers could be checked 'in situ' by looking at the 
pulse heig.~t in eac...~ counter produced by a single relativistic muon 
passing through the centre of the counter. The muons were selected 
using a small scintillator telescope positioned centrally above and 
below the large scintillator. The pulse height for each photomultiplier 
was displayed on an oscilloscope and photographed. By comparing the two 
distributions of pulse height obtained one could verify that the photo-
multipliers were matched. 
In a previous experiment using this type of scintillation counter, 
Coats (1967) checked.the linearity of response of the photomultipliers 
to different light intensities. Using the light-flasher box with the 
photomultiplier set at its operating voltage he introduced an optical 
wedge to vary the intensity in the raTJ.ge of 250:1. The results showed 
that the pulse heights obtained were proportional to the number of 
incident photons for a range well encompassing the range required for 
this experiment. 
The scintillator was regularly recalibrated during the experiment 
using the scintillator telescope as above. The pulse height distributions 
obtained (Figure 4.2) gave a mean pulse he"ight in the region of 1 mV 
with a full width at half height of approximatelY So%. This mean pulse 
height was defined as one equivalent particle, that is, the: mean pulse 
height produced by single relativistic muons passing vertically through 
the centre of the scintillator. The size of a burst detected in the 
scintillator was then expressed as equivalent particles, the ratio of 
the burst pulse height and the calibration pulse height. 
4.4 Flash tube trays 
The position of the seven trays of flash tubes used in this experiment 
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Output pulse height from sci~tillator 
(mm at C.R.O.) 
Figure 4. 2 A typi~al single particle distrib,ltic:n obh.ined 
from L:'le ::K~intillation counter us:i.ng a omall 
scintillat0r telescope. 
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is shown in Figure 4.1. As can be seen trays A,B,C,D and trays E, F, 
and G were placed orthogonally to provide visual inforrration, of a 
particle track, L~ thre~ dimensions.Each tray basically consisted of an 
earthed electrode separated by two layers of flash tubes from an 
insulated electrode, to "Which a high voltage pulse is applied. Trays A 
and B 'trere made up of two earthed electrodes, one on either side of the 
high voltage electrode giving four layers of flash tubes each. Trays 
C,D,F and G 'trere of the simple configuration of two electrodes for two 
layers of flash tubes, and tray E had six layers of flash tubes with 
four electrodes alternately earthed and insulated. 
The 3.6 kV/cm high voltage pulse required to trigger the flash 
tubes was generated using a thyristor to trigger·four air spark gaps 
Which discharged a bank of condensers. This pulse was applied to the 
insulated electrodes 60 J.,lsecs. after an event was selected by the logic 
circuitry, and the flashes obtained were recorded photographically on Ilford 
Mark V film by two cameras. 
The 60 ~sec delay before applying the high volta~ pulse was 
necessitated by the proportional pulse display system and this meant 
that the efficiency of the flash tubes suffered slightly. The layer 
efficiency of each tray could be measured by selecting, with a small 
telescope, single particles traversing the stack. The tracks were 
reco1~ded and the layer efficiency was converted to internal efficiency 
by correcting for gla·ss thickness and for gaps between the tubes. The 
average efficiencies for each tray are as follows:-
A = 81%, B = 81%, E = 82%, C = 77%, D = 75%, F = 70·%, G = 71% 
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An event is taken as a track in A and B in line with groups of 
flashes in C and D, and a tmck in E in line with groups of flashes in 
F and G. For analysis purposes a track in A and B or E is defined as 
being> 3 flashes in ·a straight line. Because of the low efficiencies 
of the flash tubes this definition would mean that, perhaps, a· small 
percentage of true singles producing ·a burst might be rejected. On rare 
occasions this rule was waived in the analysis· for tray E where·, for 
example·, there were two flashes in line with the burst and the correct 
proportional counter showed a pulse. 
4.5 The electronic·and display system 
4.5.~ The electronics 
A block diagram of the logic system for the experiment is shown in 
·.. Figure 4.3. A preliminary run was ca:r;Tied out using only the scintillator 
pulse in the selection system. However, it was found that at the ; 
discrimination level required (burst sizes > 30 equivalent particles) 
this produced a large percentage of spurious triggers, and. events which 
missed the proportional counters, especially in the .side view. It was 
decided that the experiment should be run with a coincidence-between 
the proportional counters and the scintillator to reduce this rate of 
unwanted events. In order to include possible particles of ! charge, the 
· o.iscrimination level for the proportional counters had to be kept "below 
the level of approx~tely half the single particle peak. . For this 
reason the level for the proportional counters was set at 0. 2 equivalent 
particles from any proportional counter. This did cut down the rate of 
FB-~ I I . 
I 
_j 
P8 
Key: P propcrtior-al counter. F.O. fan out. 
F.I. fan in. 
D discriminator. 
Sc scintiilat.ion cuunter. 
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H.u. head unit. Co. coincidence, 
cycling. system trigger. C/S 
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flash tube pulsing unit. 
oscilloscope trigger. 
Figure 4.3 A bloc!\: diag.•am of the electroTl..ics used in the burs~ 
expe rL"'le n t. 
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spurious events, as the expected rate of spurious coincidences at these 
settings would be 
2n, n2 T = 1 in 16 minutes 
but air showers and multiple events would still trigger the apparatus. 
An anticoincidence arrangement between each proportional counter would 
have stopped the air shower triggers but it would also mean that multiple 
events, which might be of interest, would not be recorded. 
The pulses from each proportional counter were fed through 21 em of 
coaxial cable to an emitter follower. From here they were led through 
equal lengths of cable to the electronic rack and through•. a fan-out unit 
which reproduced an identical pulse on two output channels. One• .of _.,these 
channels was used for display and the other for selection. The pulses in 
the selection channel were then mixed, taking two groups of four propor-
tional counters each,. :in two four-channel fan-ins and the outputs of 
these two were mixed again in another fan- in whose output would be the 
mixed output of all eight proportional counters. To achieve the necessary 
low discrimination level the resultant pulses were then amplified using 
two identical amplifiers to give a gain of approxirm tely 100. This 
amplified pulse was then fed into a discrimirator. 
Similarly, the pulses from the two photomultipliers were fed 
directly into one head unit and the output·pulses amplified (approximately 
x 10) and split in a fan-out. The pulse in the selection channel was 
then discriminated. 
The pulses from the 'proportional' discriminator and tll.e pulses from 
1-
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the 'scintillator' discriminator were then fed into a coincidence unit. 
When a coincidence occurred the resultant pulse was discriminated and 
aplit in a fan-out, the oscilloscope was delayed by 60 ~sees, using a 
delay pulse generator, to avoid pick-up on the oscilloscope from the high 
voltage pulse. This pulse then triggered a unit consisting of a valve 
monostable, which in turn triggered a thyristor and a pulse transformer. 
The resultant pulse triggered an air spark gap discharging a bank of 
condensers to provide a 12 kV, 10 microsec pulse Which was fed to the 
electrodes of the flash tube trays. The third output pulse fran the fan-
out started the cycling system, Which first paralysed the input to all 
triggering systems and then, by microswitches, illuminated the fiducials 
and the clocks in the two views of the flash tube trays. It also illumin-
ated a watch situated in the oscilloscope system, and then wound on the 
three cameras used. Finally, the paralysis was removed at the end of a 
seven second cycle and the system ws reaey to ;record another selected 
event. 
4.5.2 The display -system 
The pulses from the proportional counters and the scintillator were 
displayed on a four-tube oscilloscope, ·and, for each event, the four 
traces were photographed as explained above using Ilf'ord Mark V film. 
The scintillator display pulse ws taken from the output of the fan-out 
to feed through a 6 J.&sec delay l:ine into the input of the oscilloscope 
(tube 1). The other three tubes of the oscilloscope were then left for 
the display of the proportional pulse. Using these tubes, each at various 
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stages of amplification, the output pulses from the counters could be 
viewe~ in the range from 0.2 to 8 equivalent particles. The display system 
for the proportional counters has been described previously. It consists 
of eight separate units of 6 ~sees delay line,. linked to each other in 
a line and terminated with its characteristic llnpedance only at the two 
ends. The proportional display pulses, la-8a, were fed through a variable 
amplifier and a diode into the delay line in such a way that pulses from 
adjacent counters were separated by 6 microsecs. The variable amplifiers 
were adjusted to give equal, outputs in each channel for the same input, 
and the output pulses were again amplified and split in a fan-out to feed 
the three oscilloscope inputs. 
4. 6 Running time 
This arrangement was run for a total sensitive time of 86 hours in 
the months of September and October, 1969, and 2,973 frames were recorded 
and 110 'good' measur~ble events obtained. In deriving the value of the 
sensitive rul'l.ning time, the dead time, "While the cycling system was in 
operation, was taken into account. This accounted for 5· 3% of the total 
running time. 
Many of the events selected were either air showers or spurious 
coincidences between the proportional counters and the scintillator and 
could be selected out Lmmediately in the scannL~g. 
4. 7 Experimental data 
4.7.1 Analysis ar results 
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When an event was detected with a pulse> 30 equivalent particles 
in the scintillator in coincidence with a pulse > 0.2 equivalent particles 
in any one proportional counter, the oscilloscope and the flash tubes 
were automatically photographed. The three films used in this process 
were scanned and the events classified. 
It was necessary in scanning the flash tube film to define the 
sensitive volume of the apparatus clearly (Fig. 4.1). The line of the 
track and of the centres of the bursts produced were required to be in 
this volume, and an event which went 'out of geometry' in the flash tubes 
w.s immediately discarded. It must be noted that these limits were such 
that the whole of the burst ar particles for a primary of any reasonable 
energy, was required to pass through the scintillator phosphor. All 
events which gave a track within 1 em of the side Of a proportional counter 
were also rejected as the ionization produced would be small and errors 
in track length evaluation large. 
The flash tube parameters measured fran the film are shown (Fig. 4. 4 ). 
From these measurements the angles to the vertical of the track and of 
the line of burst, al, 9]_ in the front view and a2, a2 in the side view 
could be evaluated. The true zenith angle af the event could then be 
calculated using the ~lation:-
tan2a = tan2a 1 + tan2a 2 • 
The pulse heights obtained were also recorded as a voltage pulse in 
in.V and,_ in the case of the proportional counters the pirticular counter 
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noted. These pulses were then converted into 'equivalent particles' 
using the electronic calibration graphs of the respe-ctive run. In the 
case of the scintillator the value (N) obtained needs no further·analysis 
as, fran above, the response is approximately constant over the whole 
area of the counter. The results obtained for the scintillator are 
shown as a pulse height- frequency plot (Figure 4.5). T.he proportional 
counters, on the other hand, are cylindrical, and great care had to be 
taken in working out the response of the counter for each specific event. 
4.7.2 Proportional counter pulse heigpt evaluation. 
The response of a proportional counter to an ionising particle is 
proportional to the length of track of the particle in the counter. 
All the pulse heights obtained were normalised to a track length of 14 em 
(the diameter of the counters) using the-method described below. 
A large scale.diagram of the side elevation was drawn. For each event 
the line of flight, according to measurements e, e', f, g, was fitted 
with a rule. The p;r-ojected track length, t, in this elevation could then 
be measured and fran this value the real track length, T, could be ~valua-
ted using the· relation:-
T = t ./(1 + tan2e1 cos
2e2 ) where e1 and e2 are of the notation 
above. 
T.he pulse height could then be normalised to a track length of 14 em. 
It is important, to ensure the reliability of the normalised proper-
tional pulse, that some measure of the accuracy in track length measurement 
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Figure 4.5 The distributior. in burst size for the ev'=lnts 
in which there m:)a.surable proportional counter 
pulses. 
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is made. All the selected events ·were taken and, in the fitting of the 
line of track to the flash tube co-ordinates, the worst fit was used to 
obtain a different value of t. The error in track length estimation was 
then taken as the difference in the two values of T evaluated, and the 
distribution of these er.rors formed a Gaussian, as expected, of standard 
deviation 2.8 ·em. ·Figure 4.6 plots the relative error ·in track length 
against the normalised proportional pulse height (P) as a scatter plot 
for all good events. Events that were seen to have a large value in the 
error term were discarded, and these numbered about 2%. 
A scatter plot of pulse hei~ht (P) against track leP~h (T) 
(Figure 4. 7) -was also drawn to check for any anomalous connection between 
the two especially for large or small pulse height. As can be seen, there 
appears to be no connection and the mean track length -was "' 14 em. 
The final accepted proportional counter pulse heights. are show.n as 
a frequency plot (Figure 4.8). 
4.8 The acceRtance function 
The acceptance limits for this experiment have already been shown 
as Figure 4.1. The acceptance aperture was calculated graphically and is 
best-described with the aid of a diagram (Figure 4.9) Which shows the 
volume through which single, burst-producing, p3.rticle s must pass to be 
accepted as good events. It. must be noted_ that the 'null' areas bet,·reen 
the proportional counters are not shown in this "diagram but a 3 em gap 
between each counte1~ w-as taken as the 'nu.il' area in the calculation. 
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The area ABCD was divided into four equal areas and each of these was 
further divided into four equal areas, one case being shown in the diagram. 
Considering one of these small areas, dA, the element solid angle sub-
tended between e and e + d9 is given by -
2rc s in9. case. "Where ~ is in degrees 
and the acceptance aperture is therefore:-
2rc s in9. case. dA 
This function was evaluated for each of t:he areas, dA, at specific 
values of 9. The values obtained at each value of 9 for all areas of dA 
were added to give the curve shown in Figure 4.10. This curve gives the 
numbe~ of m2 steradian per radian presented, by the apparatus, to incoming 
isotropic radiation as a function of zenith angle. The area under this 
curve, therefore, represents the total acceptance aperture for isotropic 
2 
radiation and was found to be 0.49m steradian. 
For non- isotropic radiation one must fold into this acceptance-
zenith angle curve a function with a dependence on zenith angle. The 
expression chosen was of the form:-
I = exp c- 1030 ) 
1\ case 
a 
It must be noted that, although A. is an attenuation length, in this 
a 
case it has little physical significance, a::; the primaries dealt with are 
Figure 4.9 '!'ht:l e.cceptance volume of tha appa:;.·atus, 
1·0'r----~·--------------
0 10 20 30 40 50 
True zenith angle ( 0 ) 
i'ig1lre 4.10 Number of m2sterad. presented by the ~ppa::-atus 
to in.::oming isotropic radiatioil as a functi0n 
of the zenith angle. 
(Null areas between the cou..11te:::'s take:P.. into 
accoun-1.;.) 
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a mixture of pions, protons and mu-mesons. It was necessary to do a 
minimum -t2 fit to the experimental angular distribution obtained (Figure 
4.11), to find the best value for A .• Figure 4.12 shows the curve of 
a 
number of m steradian per radian presented to the incoming non-isotropic 
radiation of intensity dependence 
exp (
-1030 ) 
1-.,; cos9 
a 
where A is the best -t2 fit to the data and is 233 ± 20. The total 
a 
acceptance aperture for non-isotropic radiation of t~~s fq~m .w~s found to be 
0.32 m2 steradian. 
Figure 4-.·11 
00~~~--~~~~~ 
True zenith angle ( 0 ) 
Angular distribution of all acc~pted events and the, 
.dotted, b~st~fit to this data for nonisotropic 
radiation. 
"A0~ 232 
;. 
20 30 40 
TrLle Zl·mi th s.ngle ( 0 ) 
Figure. 4.1 2 Number of m sterad. p:?:·esented by the apparatus to 
incoming nonisotropic rudiation of the form 
Iceexpfi~~~~-} Here AQ, is given by the best ·vJ- fit 
to th~ angular distr-ibu~ion and is 23?.. 
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CHAPTER 5 
INTERPRETATION OF 'IRE RESULTS IN 'lliE 2e/3, 4e/3 ETC. SEARCH 
5.1 Introduction 
In this search ·all charged particles producing an interaction of 
energy exchange greater than 30 GeV in an iron absorber were accepted 
and the pulse height produced in the proportional counters recorded. 
These interacting particles will be a mixture af pions, protons and 
muons of all energies and, to obtain a farm for the expected distrib~tion 
in ionisation, one must obtain the relative rates and energies of ,these 
particles. However, to relate the distribution derived from this 
information with the experimental distribution, one must first obtain 
the relation between ionisation loss in the ~s of the counter and the 
equivalent particles in which the pulse height fs mea.surec:I• 
5· 2 Calibration of energy loss in tenns af equivalent ;particles 
As described above the proportional counters were calibrated using 
a Geiger tele·scope. A particle, which triggered this telescope would 
have to traverse an ·amount of matter, made up mainl,y of the glass in the 
tubes and the aluminium proportional counter walls, which amounted to 
6 -2 gm em • These particles would be mostly ~-mesons and electrons whose 
mi.Ilimu.T. energies could be calculated. Fo:r: electrons the Feather rule 
may be used giving E(min) = 11•75 MeV and for··muons, · the range-energy 
relation, E(min) = 36.0 MeV. 
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The mean energies of muo:q.s and electrons aqove these minima and 
their relative rates co~ld be obtained, providing the energy spectra in 
cosmic rays at sea level is known. Fazzini et al (1968) quote the 
differential energy spectrum for both electrons and muons and this was 
used to give, for muon_s, mea:n energy· 2 GeV, 71.4% qf flux, and for 
electrons 36 MeV, 28.6%. 
The most probable energy produ~e~ py cqarged particles traversing 
the proportional counter f!Ji s m~;~.y be calculated from the expression given 
by Rossi as:-
E = p 
2 2 
·2Cmcx 
e 
z -2 
where C = 0. 15 A gm em 
I (Z) ·Average ionisation potential ~·13.5Z(eV) 
m ~ss of the electron 
e 
j - _a special function tabulated by Ro·ssi. 
For 14 em of proportional ~af? th:i,s expression becanes 
E = p 
·-. . 2 
17.2z 
~2 
~- 4 
( J 2.98 •. 1Q } .tn l 
·(1 -~2 ) 
- ~2 + j) MeV 
The value for E calculated for muons and electron!'! of the median energies p 
WB.s therefore 38 keV and 31 keV respectively. 
Taking the contributions of the e~ectrons and muons together one can 
say that, for the calibration telescope, the avemge median ionisation 
was 28.9 keV. Since the median of the Landau d,istribution obtained in 
L..._----~---------------------·--··- -·--· 
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this arrangement was defined as one equivalent particle one therefore has 
a relation between ionisation and pulse height. 
5· 3 Energy_ of b urst-ini t :ia ting events 
R.B. Coats (1967) a~d N. I. Smith (1969) have made deta Ued studies 
of bursts produced by cosmic rays in this type of apparatus. From their 
results one can obtain the relative rates and-mean energies of the proton, 
pian and muon componepts of the primary flux. Both Smith and Coats have 
carried out detailed calculations of the relationship between burst size 
and energy for the absorber used in their respective experiments. Hence, 
normalising these resuJ.ts to the absorber used in this experiment one 
can obtain, for a given burst size the e:p.ergies an,d the relative contribu-
tions of the three- c"omponents. 
The distribution in burst size obtained for ·all good events is shown 
in Figure 5.1, and its median value was calculated to be 41 equivalent 
particles. To obtain a form for the expected distribution in the propor-
tional counters it was taken that all the events were of this median 
I 
burst size and the·-median energy and co~tribut ion of the proton, pion, 
and muon primaries were calculated. The values obtained were 
34.6%, 82 GeV protons 
32·7%, 34 GeV pions 
32.:7%, 69 GeV muons 
24r--------------------------------------------------1 
median 
t 
40 so eo 100 120 
Burst size,N (equivalent ?articles) 
Figure 5.1 Frequency d:i.s·i;ribution in burst size :i.n the scint:tllator 
for all accepted events. 
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5·4 The ener~ lo~s in the proportional counter and its distribution 
Nuclear particles of equal mass and energy in tra,versing the counter 
gas will produce a distribution in energy loss, whose most probable value 
can be evaluated from the equation above. Each of the three primary 
components will therefore produce different energy losses and distribu-
tions in the proportional counter. The net effect of these three 
d..istributions is required. At the energies of the median burst sizes 
~valuated the factor 'j' quoted in the equation will have reached its 
asymptotic value of·0.33· The values calculated for the most probable 
energr loss for the protons, pions and muons at the median burst size 
was 32.0, 34·7 and 37·9 keV respectively. 
Symon (1948) has evaluated a complete solution of the Landau 
distribution for the probable energy loss in a thin absorber and, from 
this, one may calculate the distributions in energy loss for the three 
primary components (Fig. 5.2). The net effect of these distributions may 
be 9btained by adding these distrib~tions in terms of their relative 
contributions once the energy loss is normalised into equivalent particles 
(Figure 5·3). 
However, there is good experimental evidence (Ramana Murthy and 
G. ~ Deemester, 1967) tpat for very thin absorbers the theoretical 
distributions of Landau and Symon etc. do not apply. Blunck and Weisegang 
(1950) and Blunck and Westphal (1951) have modified the Landau distribu-
tion to take into account atomic binding effects. The·Blunck and Westphal 
distributions in these conditions are much broader thap. the Landau distri-
bution and are a better fit to the experimental data. These authors define 
L\,~· oa 1 
p TT J.1 
0·2 
~2 30 40 ~0 60 
Ionisetio~. ener·g-.f luss ln 14cm of proportjcnal 
counter gas. (keV) 
Figure 5. 2 Landau distri:1ution of energy loss in 14om C'f' gas 
for }:orotons,pions and muons: of energy oquiv.<!.lent 
to a median burst size of 41 equivalent particles. 
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length e'rro:::-, u=O. 21 eq:;.bralent p.:~.n;icle s, has also 
been folded in. 
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t b 2, a parame er, as:-
where 6. is the ·average energy loss in traver.sing the counter in eV. 
2 If b >> 3 then the distribution will be markedly different from the 
Landau distribution. 
Figure 5•4 snows the distributions calculated from this theory for 
2 
the experimental conditions of protons, pions and muons, b = 10, 11, 12 
respectively. It can be seen that these distributions·are each twice as 
broad as the original Landau (Figure 5· 2). The broadening of the net 
distribution, as shown in Figure 5· 5 is not nearly so large. 
The distributions obtai~ed from.both the Landau and the Blunck and 
Westphal theories do not take into account any e~rimental inaccuracies 
in the measurement of this ionisation. The most appreciable effect will 
be produced by inaccuracies in the measurement of track length. This has 
been calculated above to be represented by a Gaussian of ·a= 0. 2 
equiva~ent particles. To obtain a reasonable fo~ for the exp~cte~ 
distribution of proportional pulse heignts one must fold this Gaussian 
into the theoretical net distribution loss as given by Symon (Figure 5.3) 
and Blunck an~ Westphal (Figure 5.5). 
5·5 Other like1y effects 
5·5·1 ~uclear=--interactions in the walls· of the counter 
One can make an estimate of the contribution to the results from 
r 
FcxR, b()..) r 
~0~ 
p Tr 
I 
50 60 
Ionisation .,;nergy loss in 14cm of proportional 
counter gas. {keV) 
.Figure .5.4 Distributions or energ<.f loss according tc Blunck et al 
in 14cm .of cCiun::er gas for p, n, 1-l of median burst size 
energy of 41 eqtdvalerrt particles. 
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Ionisation loss for p,~,p. 
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Figurd 5.5 Expect~d total distribution in energy loss for the 
energies and rates of p,Tr,)l calculateU. fro::: th9 median 
i>ur::;t size of 41 equivalent particles~A''disuribUtio:il of 
track l.ength, cr=O. 21 equiva::i..ent pa:.~ticles, has also ·oeen 
folded in. 
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nuclear inte~actions in the aluminium ~lls of the counter by using the 
geometric cross-section, ag;• Taking the ~ometric interaction length Lg 
-2 to be 87.0 gm em for aluminium one can calculate the fraction of 
incident ~articles that waul~ interact from the relation -
{exp (r) -l.} where ~ is the tnickness of the wall. 
g 
The expected number of in~eractions in the wa).l was calculated to be 
2.2~. These would be expected to yield ~ar~ proportional pulses due to 
the additional ionisation af the secondaries in t~e ~s. 
5·5•2 Knoc~-on electrons from the wall 
Once again one can ma):te an estimate of the ~rcentage of large pulses 
that would be due to knock-on electrons fran the walls entering the gas. 
'The kp.ock- on, electrons produced would have to have a minimum energy 
require(l to traverse the ~hickness af the wall, which remains from the 
point of interaction to the ~s. If one takes the knock-on to have 
occurred at the centre of the wall, then this minimum energy was found 
to be 2.1 MeV. 
With knQck-on·electrons of t~is order of energy one can take the 
simple Rutherford formula for the probability of a particle transferring 
an ene~gy between E' and E' +dE' to an electron, that is-
2' 2Cm c 
e d.x 
when E' << maximum transferrable enel.'gy and C = 0.15 ~ 
Hence ell (>E) = 
and ell (>. 2.1 MflV) =? 
DO 
r 
l.l 
E' 
0 
2 6 lo-2 0 
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l dE' 
The median energies of the primary particles ha ve·~,been, stated above 
and it can be seen from these values that ~ ~ 1. The probability, therefore, 
of observing events wh~ch include knock.on electrons from the walls 
entering the proportional gas is 2.6%. 
cted from non-inte 
etc. 
The amount of ionisation produced by a particle traversing the 
2 proportional counter is proportional to z and is a function of it~ 
Lor:entz factor '1• 'l;'he most probable io~isation for· particles of charge 
2e/3 etc. is shown in Figure 5.6 as a funct;ion af' the particles' Lorentz. 
factor. In order, then, to ~ake an estllnate of a particular particle's 
most probable ionisation, one must know the mass and the energy of the 
particle concerned. Machine experiments in search of sub- integral and 
integral quarks su~gest th~ t the mass is greater than 4 GeV which would 
mean that except for very hign energies the ionisation of the quarks will 
not be on the plateaux. 
If, as Ashton (1965), one t.akes the model for the production of quarks 
as -
p+N-+ p+n+q+q 
the threshold proton energy for the production of a quark of mass, Mq 
will be:-
and then the kinetic energy of quarks 1n the lab. system will be in the 
region of tne threshold -
Eq = { 
. Ep ~c~ M c p + 
2 M c CIS q 
In this region the proton spectrum is rapidly falling and therefore one 
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can say that most quarks will be produced near the tnreshold. If one takes 
the mass of the quark to be 10 GeV then -
10 
1.4 
1 
(240)2 1:!£ 100 GeV 
11 
Therefore the most probable ionisation for a non-integral quark produced 
by this process would be 2e/3 - 0.36, 4e/3 - 1.43, 5e/3 - 2.26, 7e/3 - 4.27 
equivalent particles. 
However this can only be taken as a very approximate estimate of the 
most probable ionisation. The sensitive limits of the experiment for 
various non-integral charsed particles are shown in Figure 5.6. 
The distribution :i,n energy loss for a particle of charge z has been 
discussed in detail for unitary charged particles. The distribution width 
as a percentage of most probable_ value will be the same as that of a muon 
or a proton, as the factor~0 in the Landau distribution contains a term 
2 
of z • Figure 5· 7 shows the La.11da.u distributions for various most prob!:ible 
pulse heights that could be taken as e/3, 2e/3, 4e/3, 5e/3, of 7 > 700. 
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The error in track length evaluation would also affect these distri-
butions. In order--to make a true representation of the experimentally 
expected distrib~tion for a non-integral ~harged particle one must 'fold' 
the Gaussian distribution for track length evaluation into these distribu-
tions. Figure 5· 8 shows the expected distributions one· .would obtain in 
detecting 50 particles whose most probable pulse height was 0.13, ·0.58, 
2.10, 3.26 equivalent particles. It must be noted that these distributions 
are only meant to give an estimate of what is likely to be observed. The 
experimental distributions for high energy non-integral charged particles 
are li:k.ely to be much broader. 
5·7 Conclusion·· 
The results of the experimental ~un canpared with the calculated. 
expected distribution for the Landau theory and the Blunck and Westphal 
modifications are shown in Figure 5·9 and 5.10 respectively. It must be 
noted that the experimental results show a long tail to the main distri-
bution, and we must consider the possibility of non-integral charged 
particles. 
The possibility·ar 'knock-ons' and nuclear interactions in the wall 
has alreaey been discussed. These events would be expected to give large 
pulse heights and wquld probably form a part of all of this tail. It has 
bf.!en shown the. t these events -.,.rould have a frequency of 4. 8% and one could 
therefore say that there would be a tail to the main distribution of ... 6 
events. 
If one assumes that the expected distributions are totally· Gaussian 
Se/3 
r~ 
0~~--~--~~------~~~------~~~--------~~~ 2-0 3-0 
heigh·~ ( eq.:'i\•c.ler.~ particles) 
Figure 5.8 Expected di3tr:i.butions in proportional co.mter pulse 
height in obee.cv~.ng 5:.1 p.rticles each '~·i :~harge ~~/3, 
2e/3,4e/3, a!1d5e/3and '(-;. 700. 
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one can calculate that the Landau and Blunck and Westphal distributions 
have 'a's 0.256 ·and 0.3 respectively. One can therefore say that for 
each distribution the probability of detecting a particle > 2.0 equivalent 
particles is 1% for the Landau, and 2% .for the Blunck and Westphal. With 
this reasoning one could therefore say that one would expect to observe 
a total of seven events and nine events in the tail of the distribution 
Whereas there are fourteen events> 0.2 equivalent particles in the data. 
All ~~e events which produced proportional pulses outside the 3 a 
limits of the Landau-based expected distribution, underwent careful 
checking of the selection procedure. ~o connection could be made with 
high energy primaries for the events in the tail. There are several 
possible expJanations of these. events: 
{1) Low energy accompaniment to the primary. 
{2) Albedo fran the ·interaction in the steel. 
{3) Non-integral charged particles. 
{4) Inaccurate evaluation of the expected distribution. 
(5) Fluctuations due to the poor statistical sample in this region. 
It is very doubtful whether the first two possibilities could cause 
this surplus of events, as the visual detectors would have shown any 
accompaniment. Moreover, the selection of the prqportional pulse involved 
agreement with the visual track and therefore these events would be most 
J.j.kely to be selected. 
It appears from the pulse height distribution {Figure 5.10) that the 
surplus of ·events irJ. the tail could be taken as concentrated at about 2.0 
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equivalent particles, which is the position one would expect 4e/3 
charged particles.- Comparing this peak with the calculated distribution 
(Figure 5.8) one can see that the experimental distr:i,bution is much too 
narrow to b~ mistaken for a 4e/3 signal. 
The expected distribution "WS calcula. ted using the theory of Blunck 
and Westphal, which ha·s been shown to be in agreement with experimental 
evidence at the energies dealt with here. However, the shape of this 
distribution is la-rgely governed by the error in track length distribu-
tion. This was measured as described in Chapter 4 and there is a p.os_sibil-
ity that this distribution was made too narrow by measurement error. 
The surplus in the tail of the distribution coul.d easily be incorporated 
into the main distribution if the standard.deviation- of the track length 
evaluation was made larger. 
In conclusion, the observed excess in the tail of the distribution 
compared with the expected excess is not statistically significant~ The 
rate of 4e/3, 5e/3 and 7e/3 non-integral Charged particles in cosmic rays 
can therefore be set only as a limit. Basing the limit on the five 
'surplus' events and-assuming these particles would interact with the 
iron target nuclei with the geometric cross section this limit is then -
(4 ) -9 -2 -1 -1 < • 2 ± 1. 9 10 em s sr 
Plate 6.0 The Quark Telescope 
CHAPTER 6 
AN EXPERIMENT TO SEARCH F.OR .QUARKS . .OF CHA.IDE e/3 CLOSE TO 
THE CORE OF EXTENSIVE AIR SHOWERS 
6.1 The quark telescgpe 
6.1.1 Design of the experiment 
There are three basic requirements for an exper:iment, which is to 
distinguish e/3 charge near an air shower core; one must be able to 
select air showers with cores close to the app1ratus, the electron 
accompaniment must be absorbed out, and the remaining particles must be 
examined by some method, w.hich will separate e/3 from e charge, which, in 
this case, involves the use of flash tubes. 
The telescope consists of 148 layers of neon flash tubes, shielded 
above with 15 em of lead, and along the sides, with 35 em of bar,ytes 
concrete bricks as shown in Fig. 6.1. Two plastic scintilla tors, ·A and 
B, were· positioned in t11-e centre of the telescope and three large liquid 
scintillators, North (N), Middle (M) and South (s), were placed above the 
lead to act as the air shower detector. In addition, 20 em. of iron 
absorber was placed in the telescope itself. 
6.1.2 The flash tube trazs 
The flash tubes were made of soda glass, 1 mm thick, internal 
diameter 1.5 em filled with commercial grade neon to 60 em mercury pressure. 
Each flash tube wa.s covered. with a black polythene sleeve leaving the 
v.iewip.g end free. 
The 11,642 flash tubes ·were paeked glass to glass, with a sheet steel 
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electrode placed between every two layers, in seven trays, each with a 
sensitive area of 1.3 m2• · The major measuring trays, F2 and F3, contained 
58 and 50 layers respectively While the front peripheral trays, F1 and F4, 
and 1lle side trays, F 5, F 6 and F 7, contained eight layers each. The 
electrodes were connected alternately to earth and the high voltage pulsing 
unit. 
The pulsing unit consisted of a thyristor to trigger one air spark 
gap, Which in turn discharged a o.~F capacitor through a resistor in 
parallel with the high voltage electrodes to earth. The capacitance of 
the flash tube bank itself was o. 06J,LF and care had to be taken in 
choosing a value for this resistor to give the best high voltage pulse. 
By experiment a 100 ohm resistor was used together with a 10 ohm resistor 
in series with the flash tubes to reduce 'ringing' on the pulse. The 
system gave an easily measurable and reproduceable pulse, a photograph of 
which is shown in plate 6.1. 
6.1.3 The plastic scintillators 
The scintillation counters, A and B, were of the type used by D.A. 
Simpson (1968). Each consisted of NE 102A phosphor of dimensions 14o x 75 x 
5 cm3 viewed at each end by three 2 inch photomultipliers through perspex 
light guides. The phosphor and the light guides were supported in a lignt 
tight aluminium case, such that a minimlun area was in contact with the 
supports. This facilitated a more efficient light collection by total 
internal ~eflection. 
Plate 6.1 The high voltage pulse applied to the flash tube 
electrodes of the Quark Telescope. 
(C.R. O. set at 5kV/cm and 5ps/cm ) 
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Of the six photomultipliers, five were Mullard 53 AVP and one 56 AVP, 
and resistance values for the dynode had been chosen for high gain. A 
positive hi~ tension was supplied and negative output pulses of decay time 
100 nsecs were taken from the anode. The three output pulses from each 
side of the scintillator were fed into an emitter follower, the output 
from which was added to the output fran the other side's emitter folloWer 
before feeding into the selection electronics. The single particle peaks 
obtained from scintillators A and B are shown in Figure 6.2 in the form of 
integral rate-pulse height curves. 
6.1.4 The liquid scintillators 
The large scintill~tors used for the air shower trigger were the 
same counters as used previously with the proportional counter experiment 
and have been described by Ashton et al {1965). The phosphor in each 
scintillator was viewed by two photomultipliers (EMI 9583B) which were 
supplied with a positive H.T. The negative output pulses were taken from 
the anode and were each fed into a s_eparate emitter follower head unit. 
The output pulses fran these head units were then added for each counter 
before feeding into the selection electronics. 
-6.2 The efficiency of flash tubes 
6.2.1 Introduction 
In an experiment of this type, Where one wants to distinguish e/3 
charged particles from a multitude of singly charged particles, it is 
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imperative that one knows, accurately, the efficiency of the flash tubes 
for e/3 and e, and moreover, that the width of the distribution for charge e 
is well define d. 
6.2.2 Measurement of the efficiency-time delay curve 
B,y demanding coincident pulses from A and B of size greater than 0.4 
times the single particle peak (i.e. in the notation used A(> 0.4), B(> 0.4)) 
one can select single muons that traverse the stack. The rate of single 
-1 particles through the telescope was measured to be 10 sec compared with 
-1 2 8 sec calculated from the 1.05 m scintillator area and the 250 em 
telescope arm. 
It is imperative at this high rate that no trigger should be allowed 
to occur with two nontemporal tracks, as the efficiency of flash tubes is 
markedly dependent on the time interval between the traversal of the particle 
and the high voltage pulse. One can insure against this by using an anti-
coincidence gate, the circuit of Which is given in Appendix A. The mode 
of operation of this type of circuit is described in Section 4.1., but 
basically, it will paralyse the electronics for 300 msecs. after one 
particle has traversed the telescope. 
The coincident pulse from A and B is thus fed through the anti-
coincidence gate before being allowed to trigger the spark gaps or start 
the cycling system. When the first coincidence is registered this will fire 
the flash tubes and start the cycling system, Which in turn winds on the 
cameras and allows the high voltage capacitor to recharge, Whilst paralysing 
the electronics. At the end of this cycle of approximate~ 7 seconds, 
the experiment will become sensitive again, but only if there has not 
been a particle in the previous 300 msecs. 
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Measurements of the efficiency of the flash tubes were taken for 
various time delays and the distributions obtained for some of the delays 
used are shown in Figure 6.3. The means of these efficiencies were 
plotted on the efficiency-time delay curve (Figure 6.4). It· can be seen 
that the distributions in efficiency get broader for the lon~er time 
delays. For theoretical reasons Shown below, it was decided that the 
time delay which appeared to have the best compromise between width and 
e- e/3 separation was 20 ~s. 
6.2.3 Single particle calibration run 
Having selected 20 ~ s to be the opt :i.mum delay for this experiment, 
1,000 tracks were measured at this delay. The distribution in efficiency 
obtained is shown in Figure 6.5. The mean layer efficiency at this delay 
for singly charged particles (muons) was found to be 84.4 ± 0.2%.with a 
standard deviation on the distribution of a= 0. 6. 
Examples of the t~ical and 'untypical' single particles obtained in 
this run are shown in Plates 6.2 and 6.3. It must be noted that on~ 
tracks with no serious complications, such as that shown on Plate 6. 2, were 
measured. Care had to be taken in cases such as multiple scattering, that 
the increase in track length through the telescope was taken into account. 
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6.2.4 The theory of flash tube efficiency 
Lloyd (1960) has applied a rigorous theoretical treatment to the 
production and recombination af the discharge electrons to explain the 
efficiency-time delay curves for neon flash tubes. He gives a plot of 
Dt Dt 
expected internal efficiency a(B3.inst- for- < 0.2 with afQ as a 
a2 a2 
parameter, 
Where D is the diffusion coefficient for thermal electrons at the 
relevant pressure 
a is the internal radius of the flash tube 
f is the probability of one electron in the tube initiating a 
discharge 
and Q is the probability of producing a free e~ectron per em of gas. For 
Dt > o. 2 he also gives a universal curve of internal effie iency against 
:r:.exp( ~2 ~ ). This curve is the theoretical foundation far the 
empirical rule found by Coxell and Wolfendale (1960), for if a is a 
constant and fQ almost so, the efficiency depends only on Dt, i.e. on 
t 
p • 
From the latter curves, layer efficiency and time delay curves can be 
derived for the flash tube stacking used here and for various values of 
afQ. The experimerital curve can then be compared with these to find the 
appropriate value of afQ for the flash tubes used (Figure 6.4). As can 
be seen from Figure 6.4 there appears to be some inconsistency between the 
experimental points for layer efficiency and the curves derived from 
Lloyd's theory. The inconsistency appears to be greatest at short time 
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delays where Lloyd's theory is the more complex. No precise value of 
afQ for the flash tubes could be allocated, but a range of values, in 
which the experimental points lay, was taken. The boundary values for 
afQ shown in Figure 6.4 were then, afQ= 24 and 12 with.' the best fit at 
afQ = 16, which appears as the broken line in the diagram. 
In selecting sub-e c~arged particles, for a given set ar flash 
tubes, the only variable parameter is Q. Since Q is proportionaL,to ·(z)2 , 
the value for afQ for these flash tubes and for e/3 will be 24/9, 16/9 
and 12/9· The efficiency curves produced by these parameters have been 
included in Figure 6. 4. and it can be seen that the optimum time delay 
is 20 tJs. 
The values for the expected efficiencies for e/3 on the two boundary 
conditions and at 20 IJS was found to qe 54% and 45% compared with the 
measured layer efficiency of 82·% for single charge muons. 'rhese 
boundary conditions are shown on the single particle distribution 
(Figure 6. 5 ).. It can be seen that one would expect to see charge e/3 
quarks to a level of ~reater than 1 in 1,000 charge e. 
6. 3 The air shower tr:i..gger 
In an experiment of this type, where one is interested in looking at 
events close to the core of an air shower, it is advisable to have an 
array of detectors with -which one can locate the position of the core and 
measure the size of the initiating core. It is possible to select showers 
using either one or several detectors close together, but this will only 
give informa.Uon on the shower density at the specific point. 
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As can be seen in Figure 6.1 the system used here comprised three 
lar@e scintillators mounted directly above the flash tube telescope. 
It was necessary to find out experimentally whether this system would 
detect showers adequately using one or all three scintillators in 
coincidence •. 
6.3.1 The stn&le scintillator run 
The response of single scintillators to air showers has been 
studied by numerous people including ~rennan (1957), and Green and 
Barcus (1959). The density at which the 'single particle' distribution 
meets the air shower spectrum must be determined. 
Pulses were taken from the middle.scintillator (M) and selected so 
that the integral rate distribution could be measured. These pulse 
sizes could then be expressed in terms of density of particles in the 
scintillator as it had been previously calibrated using a small scintilla-
tor telescope. The integral density spectrum obtained from this 
scintillator is shown in Figure 6.6. Since the air shower density spec-
trum is shown by Galbraith (1958) and Cecconi (1961) to have an 
exponent 7 "' 1. 4 it can be seen that one has to go to very high particle 
densities (> 300 m2 ) in this scintillator before one reaches the air 
shower spectrum. 
6.3.2 The three scintillator run 
The integral spectrum obtained, using the three scintillators, N, M 
and S was found to have an exponent of "1 = 1. 49 and is shown in Figure 
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6. 6. This spectrum was derived from data accumulated 1n two runs in 
Which the selection was greater than 10 particles in each scintillator 
(N(> 10), M(> 10), S( >10)) and greater than 4o particles in each 
scintillator (N(> 40), M(> 40), S(> 40).). 
This exponent agrees with the air shower data when one considers 
that the observations probably straddle the 'knee' in the density 
spectrum at N = 105 to 6 10 where the slope changes from 7 = 1.32 
to 1.58. However, not enough data was optained to see this change 
slope and the best fit through the Whole of the data was drawn. 
6.3.3 The distribution in density in the three scintillators 
for an air shower trigger 
of 
When the pulse heights in each scintillator were measured for each 
trigger in the air shower run some very interesting results were found. 
These pulse heights, in terms of particle density, for each trigger are 
shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.8 for the two runs (> 10) particles and (> 40) 
particles respectively. It can be seen that the densities measured in 
each scintillator in one event can be very unequal. 
The air shower triggers can then be classed into 5 types as shown in 
Figures 6. 9 and 6.10 a.ccord:i,..11g to the distribution in densities in N, 
M and s. Events with a slope to the North or a slope to the South can 
be caused by the position of the core, and one would expect events with 
a flat distribution. However, events with an excess or a deficiency of 
particles in the middle would suggest that the air shower has some 
structure, particular~ at the percentage rates seen here. This has not 
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The density of particles in scintillators North,Middle 
and South for each event of an air shower triggsr of 
~40 particles in each 3Cintillator, 
i.e. N(> 35) .M(> 37).S(>\O) 
been observed by other workers e.g. Heineman (1954) at these high 
percentages. One can suggest that this is either due to the 'thick' 
scintillator producing bursts in the phosphor, or that the errors in 
the ~ensity value are much larger than calculated. 
6. 4 The total experiment 
6.4.1 The electronics 
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A bloc~ diagram of the logic system used is shown in Figure 6.11. It 
can be seen from this diagram that coincident pulses from the liquid 
scintillators, of a level set by the discriminators, will trigger the 
oscilloscope, fire the nigh voltage pulse and start the cycling system. 
In addition, there is a proviso, which can be removed, that there must 
be coincident pulses in the plastic scintillators A an4 B. 
The pulses from N, M and S were delayed. by 3, 6 and 9 ~sees 
respectively, and displayed at various amplifications on three beams of 
a four beam oscilloscope. This allowed the widest possib~e range of 
densities to be measured. The pulses from A and B were displayed on 
the fourth beam together with the coincident pulse after it had negotiated 
the ·previous particle gate. Thus any a:Lr shower trigger which was accom-
panied by a previous particle would be marked by the absence of a 
coincident pulse from A and B. 
6.4.2 Previous particles 
F_rom the efficiency-time delay curve (Figure 6.4) the time for the 
efficiency to fall to the minimum definition of a track, is approximately 
35-7 ± 5. G 0 /o 10-7 ± 3 ., .. 34-8 .± 5-5 .,. 
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200 j.Ls. The number of triggered air shower events for a previous particle 
to be within this 200 j.Ls., fo~ a rate of muons through the telescope of 
-1 10 sec , will be 500. It is important, tperefore, that these 200 ~s 
are careful:cy guarde!i with the previous particle ga,te. 
The circuit used is shown in Appendix A. The coincident pulse from 
A and B to be displayed on the CRO was @:~.ted by a 200 j.LS pulse, triggered 
by the same coincidence but delayed by 3 j.LS. A normal event would 
therefore display the coincident pulse on the fourth beam of the CRO 
W,pereas a previous particle event would have the pulses from A and B alone. 
It is st~ll possible that a particle will come between the 23 j.LSecs before 
and during the high voltage pulse. This cannot be guarded electronically 
as the noise produced When pulsing the flash tubes requires the electron-
ics to be inoperative. The only possible way to distinguish these tracks 
is ~ran the angle between the track and the air shower. It is very 
unllkezy that the arrival. directions will be the same. 
6.4.3 The selection system 
Care was taken to achieve the most advantageous selection system in 
terms of rate of air shower triggers and yield of measurable tracks, 
through the telescope. Several types of selection were tried, varying 
the density demanded in the liquid ~cintillators with, or without a 
coincidence with A and B. A table of rates and yields obta:ined is shown ( 
in Table 6.12. It must be noted that the figures on the yields of tracks 
quoted in this table denote the number of observable tracks per trigger, 
i.e. the number of tracks per trig@er that are well defined and measurable 
in F2 and F3• Tracks that were out of geometry and missed, say, part of 
F3, and tracks that were obscured by the density of other tracks could not 
be included. 
As can be seen from this table there is little difference between a~ 
of the selection systems, although the yield is increased slightly by 
demanding a coincidence from A and B. It was decided, therefore, to use 
the selection of run QT3, which demanded greater than 50 particles in 
each of N, M and S, in coincidence with a pulse of greater than l/50th 
of the single particle ionisation in A and B. With this selection one 
could choose events Which were close to the core and yet be able to 
fire on the passage of a single quark. However, this event would always 
be doubtful, as it could be caused by a 'post' particle i.e. a particle 
on the falling edge of the high voltage pulse. 
The expected rates of events would then be one air shower trigger 
every 10 mins. and an event with an average of 1.7 measurable tracks every 
.. 
hour. 
6. 4. 4 Analysis of data 
The data for each event was recorded on three films, two for the flash 
tube views and Qne for the CRO. These films were scanned and the events 
cl::~ ssified. 
Normally only the front vlew and CRO film were analysed due to the 
difficulty of interpretation of the side view. This view was kept in 
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reserve for anomalous events. The front view was scanned first, and only 
events which had observable tracks, as defined above, were subjected to 
further al'l..alysis. The number of flash tubes which fired on each track 
was· counted for trays F 1 to F4, and the angle of tre track to the 
vertical was measured, and a small scale diagram of the event was drawn. 
The CRO film was then scanned and the pulse he~ts inN, M and Sand A 
and B, together with the gate pulse were measured. 
It was thought advisable that the information on flash tube 
efficiency of the tracks should be divided into two categories, namely 
those tracks which showed evidence of a parallel track, and tracks that 
were either ~ccampanied or definitely not parallel to the main boqy 
of muons. The latter class of tracks is likely to be caused by low 
energy particles, which have suffered serious scattering, or previous 
particles. In either case the efficiency of the flash tubes to these 
particles is likely to be different from the norm and might be mistaken 
for a particle of lower charge. 
6.5 The air shower run 
The experiment, proper, was run with the selection of QT3 for a total 
sensitive time of 162 hours. 760 air shower triggers occurred during 
this time and 240 tracks were measured in the front view. Figures for 
the rates and yield of the total run are shown in Table 6.12. 
Photographs of the various types of events that were observed, as well 
as some of the more interesting events are shown in plates 6.4, 6.5 and · 
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Plate 6.4 
9. 1 penetrating particle 
traversing all telescope. 
N=60m-2,M=74m-2,S=120m-2. 
·11. 3 penetrating particles 
traversing all telescope. 
N=150m-2,M=150m-2,S=190m-2. 
·1 0. 2 penetrating particles 
traversing all telescope. 
H=160m-2,M=270m-2,S=490m-2. 
12. ·4 penetrating particles 
traversing all telescope. 
N=73m-2,M=76m-2,S=55m-2. 
Plate 6.5 
13. Low energy interaction 
in lead shield. 
N=50m-2,U=120m-2,s=60m-2. 
15. Interaction in iron. 
N=37m-2,M=37m-2,0=16om-2. 
14. High energy interaction 
in lead shield. 
N=60m-2,M=80m-2,S=70m-2. 
16. Interaction in flash tubes 
with backward secindary or decay 
of heavy mass particle • 
.[1;:;. 350m-~, M> 370m-2, S>400m -2. 
Plate 6 . 6 
17 . Low energy hadron with 
electron accom~anlment. 
!~-"'300m-2 , M >1 70m- 2 , S·> 1 50m- :-' . 
·j 9. Two high energy hadrons 
~ith electron accompaniment. 
. =70m - 2, J;=300m-2, f>=380m-2. 
18 . High energy hadron · ith 
electron accompaniment. 
N=260rn-?, M=400m-2,S=420m- 2. 
20 . Several penetrating 
partic l es. 
N=22bm - 2, H=L~uOm -2, S=4-50m -2 • 
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The interpretation of the results obtained is dealt with in Chapter 
7, but the distributions in efficiency obtained for all tracks and for 
parallel tracks only are shown in Figure 6.13 and 6.14. No evidence was 
found for a difference in efficiency between single and parallel tracks; 
the medians of these distributions were 91.6 ± 0.4 and 91.25 ± 0.5 
respectively. Neither was there any evidence of fractionally charged 
particles, and the expected efficiency for e/3 ch~r@e was well separated 
from the main qistribution i.e. by 6a. 
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( '!'he dotter: cur1E' :.:-epre[.e~~ts ~.!. Gan . .;;sian fit ) 
CHAPTER 7 
THE RESULTS OF THE AIR.SHQWEREXPERIMENT AND THEIR 
INTERPRETATION 
7•1 General 
The distributions in efficiency obtained from the air shower run 
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and the two calibration runs, Which were performed before and after the 
air shower run, are shown in Figure 7.1. The expected position for 
e/3 charged particles of the same 7 as the calibration muons, (e/3)j .--,, 
m~n 
and for quarks of the same 7 as the air shower muons, as calculated 
below, (e/3~lat.' is also shown in this figure. As can be seen, in the 
174 air shower trigge~s examined, there is no evidence for an e/3 
charged particle. Hqwever, there is a marked increase in efficiency for 
the air shower tracks, 7.1 + O. 6% in the median value and 5· 5 + 0. 6% 
in the mole. This i~crease is a real effect because the two calibration 
efficiencies 'straddle' the air shower run and have the same efficiency 
within experimental errors. 
There are several effects that could cause a difference in efficiency 
between the calibration and air shower tracks. If the calibration eqergy 
was such that it was on the minimum of the Landau curve for Neon, and 
the air shower energy was on the plateau one would expect a 40% difference 
in ionisation. Moreover, one would expect to find more 'knock-on' 
electrons for the higher energy, Which at the lower angles could be 
mistaken for the track and hence increase the measured efficiency. The 
difference in angular distribution of single muons and air showers could 
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also have an effect on the efficiency. The mean zenith angle of air 
showers is greater than single muons, and hence air shower particles are 
likely to have a greater track length in the flash tubes. 
All these factors of the experlinent are dealt with below, and the 
total effect on the efficiency is, where possible, assessed. 
7.2 The energy of the calibration muons 
-2 -2 A particle must traverse 516 gm em or 433 gm em water equivalent 
-2 in order to pass through the t~lescope, and 329 gm em mter equivalent 
to reach the middle of the flash tube trays. To obtain a value for the 
calibration energy the'median af the muon energy spectrum at the ce~tre 
6 -2 of the stack ms taken with the primary energy cut-off at 51 gm em 
Serre (1967) has produced a comprehensive set of results for his 
range-energy calculations, Which include values for muons. This work was 
used to determine that the minimum energy to traverse the stack ms 94D 
MeV, and to convert the muon differential energy spectrum of Fazzini et 
al (1968) to the centre of the telescope. The differential energy spectrum 
both above and at the centre af the telescope is shown in Figure 7• 2, 
curves a and b respectively. The integral energy spectrum at the centre 
af the stack is also shown, curve c. From this curve one can see that 
the median muon energy for the calibration is 2. 4 GeV. 
7. 3 The air shower trigger 
7•3•1 The position of core and size of shower from this selection 
If one assumes a constant distribution Qf air shower~, re~rdless of 
Muon j;~nert:y 
~'i,o;ure 7.2 Th~:: differential mu .. m ener6Y spectrum: 
a. Above the telescope 
b. At the centre of the ·~elescope 
(~. represents the integral muor. energy 
spectrum at the centre of thP telesccpe) 
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size, one can quite easily calculate the expected distribution of core 
-2 distance and shower size for a selection of, say,>~ • 
Cocconi (1968) plots a function of probability, P(r) against r, thai; 
one electron in a sho1~r at sea level will land on 1m2 at a distance r 
from the core. Since the density 6(r) is related to the shower size by 
the expression 
6(r) = NP(r) 
one can obtain a value for the most probable shower size of a shower at a 
distance, r, for the density.6. Knowing the size ofthe shower, one can 
then ~efer to the size spectrum (Cocconi, 1968), and convert this to t~e 
rate to obtain the differential distribution in core distance. 
-2 In fact we are deali;ng here with a density 6 > 50m and hence the 
inte~al rate of showers falling in an area 2n:r6r for the range of 
distance r - 8r to r + 8r is 
F(> N) x 2rcr8r 
where F(> N) 6(r) 
= PG1 
-1 -1 
sec sr 
The integral size distribution can be found from the rates and sizes 
calculated. Figures 7·3 and 7•4 show the integral size distribution and 
the integ!ra.l distribution in core di·stance respectively. The median size 
and distance calculated for densities > 50 m- 2 was, N = 1. 8.lcY and 
r= 13.6 m. 
However, in scanning the film an extra selection, of demanding a track 
in F0 and F2 , has peen added. This might affect the values of size and 
.... ..) 
...,.. . 
I 
CJ 
Q) 
r.a. 
Figure: 7.3 
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Shower size,N 
Integral distributicn of shC'wer size,N, 
producing a density A> 5cm-2. 
2C ._o tiO 
Distance from core,r (m) 
In·~egre.l cli.stribut.ion of co:::t:: 11ista.nce 
nf ~howers giving a d-::n~i ty A> 50m-2 
t.!. "t";·.o. 
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distance and it is necessary to calculate this ef'fect. 
7.3.2 Position of the core, etc. for the measured events 
If the distribution in density in the middle scintillator is plotted 
(Figure 7• 5), one finds that the median d,ensi ty for the measured events is 
131 m- 2• Now from Cocconi (1968) the total number of particles present in 
a shower that contributes most to the densities around ll. is found to be:-
where r 2 is defined as the unit lateral displacemat and is equal to 84 m 
at sea level. The shower size corresponding to the median of the 
density distribution in M is therefore N A~ 9.105• 
De Beer et al. (1966) plots the lateral distribution of muons for 
a constant shower size of 106• Thus if the muon densit,y can be measured, 
then the corresponding distance f;rom the core can be obtained for the 
shower size"" 9.105• The distribution in muon density was obtained by 
taking all the tracks that passed through the area of flash tubes at the 
top of F2• 
2 All the tracks that passed through this area of 1.3 m , 
re~rdless of geometry were taken to be muons. The distribution obtained, 
-2 6 whose median value was 2.0 m , is shown in Figure 7• • The value of core 
distance obtained from de Beer was then ... 14 m. 
Turver ( 1969) has quoted figures for the muon e:r:e rgy related to core 
distance, which are based on data provided by Orford (1968). From this 
one can say that the average muon energy in the measured air shower events 
is of the order of 30 GeV, compared with 2. 6 GeV for· the calibration. 
I 
I 
I 
i· 
1C- 1 [;6 events 
,00 2(,0 
". (m-2) Density in scintiJ la·~or ,,.,
F'ig11re 7. 5 Dictribution in eir ~hower density in M f'or all 
evt.:nts with at le~ .. st one i!leasurable track. 
median=2·6 
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7.4 The ionisation loss in neon 
The most probable ionisation loss, as a function of muon energy, in 
neon, at 60 em of mercury pressure can be calculated using, as before, 
the expression:-
Ep = 
2Crn c2 
e 
2 2 
z?. x (ln{ 4C(mec ) x }- 132 + j) 
(1-132 )r2 (Z) 
where all the symbols have the expressions assigned to them above. When 
the density effect as attributed to Fermi (1939) or Sternheimer (1956) 
is brought into effect, one is left with the curve for the most probable 
ionisation loss shown in Figure 7•7• 
7•5 Calculated differences in efficiencies due to ionisation loss 
The difference in ionisation between the calibration muon track and 
the air shower track will be, from Figure 7•7•, 0.76 KeV to 1.05 KeV. 
The efficiency parameter, afQ, will vary linearly with this increase in 
ionisation, and since the best fit of afQ to the calibration muons was 
16, one can say that the best fit of afQ for the air shower muons is 
22.1. Unfortunately this is not a precise value as it was found that 
calibration data did not fit Lloyd's curves exactly. However, when 
Lloyd's curves are studied, the difference in ~er efficiencies between 
these two 'best fit' values for afQ was 2.7%. 
7.6 Knock-on electrons 
One must now consider the possibility of the primary muon undergoing 
10 
Muon ~Largy (GeV) 
Figure 7. 7 The variation wit:':! e!'l.~l~ey of the most prob~ble 
eaergy loss for muon.:~ traversing a flas~1 tubo 
filled with neon at 60 em H~. 
100 
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a collision in the glass of a flash tube and producing a knock-on electron 
with sufficient energy to traverse into the gas of the flash tube, and 
increasing its probability of flashing. For simplicity, take the case 
where the collision takes place at the centre af the glass, i.e. after 
-2 
approximately 0.5 mm, 0.211 gm em From the Feather rule, the 
minimum en,ergy required for an electron to traverse the remainder of the 
glass will be 
E = min 
R+O.l6 
0.54 
i.e. 0.618 MeV 
The differential collision probability for particles of mass, m, 
and spin t has been calculated by Bhabha (l938) and by Massey and Corben 
(1939) and is 
where 
ell col(E,E' )dE' • 
z 
c = 0.15 A 
2Cm c2 
e 
dE' 
- t:32E I 
E' 
m 
2 
m c is the rest mass of the electron 
e 
t:3 is the velocity af the incident p:1rticle of energy E 
E' is the energy of the knock-on electron 
E' is the llBximum transferable energy and is given by:-
m 
E' 2mc 2 (E2-m2c44 = m e 2 2 2 4 (2Em c -tm c tm c ) 
e e 
Here one wa.nt.s the probability of producing a. knock-on of energy from E . 
m~n 
to E' • This will be given by -
m 
"E 'mr 
~ 1 (E, > E' . ) =j ~ co m~n L 
Em in 
E' 
m 
This function was evaluated for the air shower muons of energy 30 GeV 
and the calibration muons of median energy 2. 6 GeV. The values for E' 
m 
for these p~imaries was found to be 22.2 GeV and 500 MeV respectively, 
A 1.46% difference was found between the two va~ues of probability. 
It is difficult to,predict what effect this increase in probability 
of knock-ons would have on the measurement of efficiency. Only the small 
angle knock~ons would be likely to have an effect, as the large angles 
would be seen in scanning. The actual difference in probability of knock-
ons would occur for the higher energies, Which would affect the efficiency 
more, because of the greater probability of small .. angles. One can therefore 
say that the increase in efficiency due to knock-ons is likely to be in 
the order of 1.46%, which assumes that the knock-ons will affect one flash 
tube only. 
7• 7 The angular distributions 
One can expect an increase in efficiency for tracks of increasing 
zenith angle, because of the track length of the particle in the flash 
tubes. This effect is likely to be very small and, as can be seen in 
Section 7•5, a large increase in ionisation produces a very small increase 
in efficiency. 
A more serious effect, which is like~ to be observed at specific 
angles, is an increase or decrease in efficiency due to the stacking of 
the flash tubes. For example, in the extreme cases it is possible for a 
vertical part.kle to traverse a minimu..-n of r...alf the flash tubes, where a particle 
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at 30° to the vertical has a minimum of no flash tubes, and a maximum of 
all the flash tubes along its line of flight. 
If there was a marked difference in the mean zenith angles of the 
calibration and the air show~r muons, this could produce a difference in 
the layer efficiencies obtained. However, the geometry of the telescope 
i~ such that it would tend to accept only those events with low zenith 
angles, which would bring the two means closer together and nullify this 
effect. Since it was not possible to obtain information from the side view 
for the air shower data, the angular distribution could o~y be studied 
by taking the projected zenith angles in the front and side views. 
7•7•1 The front view 
A scatter plot of layer efficiency to projected zenith angle in the 
front view, was drawn for all the measured events in the air shower run 
(Figure 7.8). No strong angular dependence in efficiency was seen although 
the efficiency did increase by·2.5% in moving from 5.4° to 15.9°. 
When one compares the frequency distribution in eF for the calibration 
and the air shower muons, as shown in Figure 7·91 one 'can see that the 
median angles are 9·7 ± 0.5 and 10.7 ± <;>.6 respectively. One can estimate 
that the difference in efficiencies for the two runs will be in the order 
of 0.3 ± 0.3 in F2 and Fy 
7•7•2 The side view 
Unfortunately only the calibra·tion muons could be measured in the side 
view. Th~ scatter plot and angular distribution obtained from these muons 
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is shown in Figures 7.10 and 7.11. Again there is a slight dependence of 
efficiency on zenith angle, as is expected. In moving from 2° to 10° the 
efficiency moved by 2.2 flashes in F2 and F3• 
If one takes the increase in the median of e for the air shower events 
s 
to be proportional to the increase in eF then one can say that the expected 
0 
median 9 s for the air shower muons was ~· 8 • This would indicate an 
expected increase in efficiency far the events to be of the order 0.1 
flashes in F2 and F3• 
7. 8 Sununary of results 
No )..ow ionising particles have been measured in a total of 174 
measurable air shower events, Which were taken_ from 760 showers of size, 
6 N ""10 • However, there was a shift of 7•1% in the layer efficiency for 
the calibration and the air shower tracks, which if due to an error in / · 
Lloyd's theory could shift the expected efficiency for e/3 quarks to an 
immeasurable size. It was found that a shift of approx:imately 4. 5% could 
be explained by the differences in ionisation, knock-on electrons, and 
angular distribution of the two types of muons. When one observes that 
the shift in moles of the calibration and the air shower events is in 
fact 5·5% it can be seen that this effect is probably not real. and: ·is 
within the errors of observation. 
The experi.'Tlent has thus proved it.seli capable of' detecting a 40% shift 
in ionisation, the results of Which, within the errors of obser~tion hold 
to Lloyd 1 s theory of' flash tube efficiency. This experiment is therefore 
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quite capable af detecting e/3 charged particles close to air shower cores 
and, in observii'l..g 174 of these showers, has detected no quarks. 
CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSION 
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Although the quark moq.el has proved a useful tool in the understand-
ing of elementary plrticles no strong evidence of their existence has 
been found experimental~. This suggests that either they are just a 
useful mathematical model. or the researchers have been looking in the 
wrong place. 
The charge distribution of interacting particles in cosmic rays 
ws measured in- the search far non-integral charged particles of the 
type suggested by de Swrt (1967). No strong 'signal' ws obtained 
and the limit for the rates was given by the 'noise' of the experiment. 
Because of this noise the limit obtained ws very much greater than 
that obtained by Adair et al. (1968). 
The proportional cqunter proved to be a useful instrument for the 
measurement of ionisation of cosmic ray particles, although the distri-
bution in ionisatio~ loss ws broad and, for 4e/3, one is limi~ed by 
the long tail, and the errors in track length. This could be deviated 
by using several layers of proportional counters, Ramana Murthy (1967J• 
All :previous searches for quarks have not been able to identify a 
low ionizing particle in the presence of another particle. One therefore 
has to assume that, ~ production, the quark will be given enough trans-
verse momentum to 'clear' the other components of the interaction. 
McCusker (1969) has looked ~t penetrating particles near the air shower 
core aQd, in one years running, has observed four light~ ionising 
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events through his c],.oud chamber. These events would be taken as 2e/3 
charged particles; the apparatus was unable to detect e/3~ Unfortunately, 
no previous particle indicator was used and, although by suitable 
analysis, ,ne should be able to estimate the age of the track, there is 
still some doub.t of the validity of these events, 
Flash tubes have been used for seveml years as visual detectors 
of cosmic rays. However, as the efficiency is dependent on the amount 
of ionization, they can provide a large volume detector Which will 
distinguish the charge on a particle and yet be able to accept multiple 
tracks in one event. A large bank of flash tubes, suitably shielded, was 
used to observe tracks close to the air shower core. It was found that 
the detector would distinguish between e/3 and e charged particles to a 
level of greater than 1 in 1,000. The results obtained from the low 
energy muon calibration and the high energy air shower muons agreed, 
within experimental errors, with the expected relativistic lo~rithmic 
rise in ionisation. No confusion could be expected from minimum 
ionising events. The experiment was run for 162 hours and no e/3 
particles were observed. It is hoped that it will continue operating 
for 1several months once an air shower array for core positioning has 
been added. 
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APPENDIX A 
ELECTRONICS 
The circuit diagrams for t..h.e electronics which were developed for 
the experiments above are shown in this appendix. Unless otherwise 
stated all values of resistance are quoted in kn (1080), all values 
of capacitance are quoted in IJ.F (1CJ6 F), and all transistors used. 
were of the type OC171. 
The circuit for the previous particle gate described in Chapter 
7, together with a block diagram explaining its operation, is shown 
in Figure A.lO. 
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APPENDIX B 
COSMIC RAY TELESCOPES 
B. l Sc in t illa tor telescope 
A small scintillator telescope was used to calibrate the large 
liquid scintHlators in both matn experiments described in this thesis. 
The telescope was made up of two plastic scintillators, dimensions 
15.24 x 10.16 x 2.54 ern( of NE109A phosphor, each viewed by one 1 inch 
photomultiplier in optical contact with one end of the phosphor. The 
resistor chain used on the base of each photomultiplier is shown in 
Figure B.l and a block diagram of the electronics is shown in Figure 
B.2. All the circuitry used for ~~e telescope has been shown in 
Appendix A. 'llie amplifier developed for the telescope, unlike the 
voltage amplifier shown in Appendix A, did not require an emitter 
follower being used at the photomultiplier base. This circuit was 
designed for· Hs low input impedance and its ability to deal with 
short pulse lengths. 
The si!Jgl.e particle peaks obtained from each sc:lntillator are 
shown in Fl.gure B. 4 as the plot o:f the differential rate aga :lnst pulse 
height. It can be seen that these peaks are quite well separated from 
noise. ~1e coincidence rate is shown as a function of the rate from 
each scintillator in Figure B. 5 for a separation of 60 em. It can be 
seen ~~at the plateau for single particle detection is 
that the telescope is not dependent on the discriminator setting. 
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B. 2 Geiger 1'elesco;ge 
The geige:r.· telescope has been described in Chapter 2.6. The 
~ 
telescope consisted of three t:tays of Geiger tubes, each tube having 
dimensions :?0 em long and 3· 5 em diameter. The upper tray was made up 
of 3 tubes and the t-wo lo-wer trays each had 4 tubes. The outputs from 
the tubes in each tray -were connected together and led into the input 
of a quenching unit (Figure B.6). The positive output pulses 
("' 130v) from each of the three quenching units were lead, via coaxial 
cable, to a three~fold coincidence unit (Figure B.·7). Each Geiger 
tube had to be calibrated separately to ensure that its operating 
voltage was at t~e centre of the Geiger plateau. 
--n., 
I 
75.n . 7Sn 7on 
Tr.s Geiger coincidan -:e un~.t. 
( ~h.ls circuit op3l":.:tes on input pulses ·of 
+1 001i from -I:.L3 q_uemc!·!inc.;: u..11h.) 
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APPENDIX C 
COMPARISON OF THE SCINTILlATION COUNTERS 
All the scL"tJ.tillators used in the experiments have been described 
previously. The integral rate - output pulse height curves obtained 
for each type of scintillator are shown in Figure C.l. The rates have 
not been normalised so that the largest area counter, the liquid 
scintillator·, has the largest rate. 
The liquid scintillator has been described in Chapter 4.3. The 
scintillation material was medicinal paraffin plus 0.5 gm per litre 
p-t~rphenyl and 0. 005 gm per litre POPOP, d:imensions 130 x 90 x 17. 8cm3• 
The phosphor was viewed by two 5" photomultipliers positioned at the 
centre of the 90 em sides. 
The lar~ plastic scintillator has been described in Chapter 6.3. 
The phosphor was NE102A of dimensions 140 x 75 x 5 c.) viewed by 
six 2" photomultipliers positiqned with three on each of the 75 em 
sides. The small plastic scintillator has been described in Appendix 
B. The phosphor was again NE102A but of dimensions 15 x 10 x 2. 5 cm3 
viewed by one 1" photomultiplier. 
.. 
Nwnber of ~S.'·'_;_v~o~'lPJ:t paj~~lcle3 (6). 
Figure C1 
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